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I N T ROD U C T ION 

1.1 The study of language has been a fascinating subject 

for researchers because of the generally held belief, that a 

careful scrunity, and a good understandir.g of this very exciting 

subject will enable the unveiling of many crucial issues. The 

origins of interpersonal communication, the historical develop

ment of languages; the psychological relationships between an 

individual and the language or languages he speaks and the deve

lopment of a community in relation to its language are some of 

these issues. Language is influenced by various factors such as 

the sociological, cultural, and the psycholir.guistic factors such 

as perception, memory, and cognition. Time being a constant 

variable, lan~Qage is in a continuous flux with all these differe 

factors operating on it. That is why the study of Char.ge cons

titutes an essential aspect of any study of language. A study 

of the changes that occur in a language across time, can bring 

out the influences at work on the structure of that lar~~age. 

Char.ge and structure are interrelated and both of them are in

fluenced by psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic procssses and 

limitations. 

The historical events down through the centuries provide 

invaluable data to the sociolinguist who wants to study psycho

linguistic changes in a langttage. The immigr'ation of the Spanier 

Jews to the ottoman Empire in 1492 and their eettlir~ down all 

aroc;nd the empire, but mainly in Istanbul, tzmir and Sel!nik in 
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large colonies, is an example of one such historical event. 

These people bro'.l.ght with them their own language which is 

today called Ladil2Q and succeeded in preserving it for more than 

four centuries. With the foundation of the Turkish Republic in 

1923 the ottoman Empire was abolished resulting in a total char.ge 

in the social conditions of the country. These social changes 

forcibly affected the Jewish communities who adapted themselves 

to the new rule in a very short time. What was mos~ affected 

however, was their lar~age which could no longer be preserved 

as before because the factors which had helped its maintenance 

disappeared with the Ottoman Empire. With the influence of 

entirely new factors, Ladino started to ~10w1y disappear and 

be replaced by Turkish. 

When two cultures come into contact it is impossible for 

them not to influence one another. In this case, the influence 

of the dominant Turkish culture was greater-on the Jewish, the 

culture of a minority. The influence was greatly seen in the 

latter'slar.guage, especially after the Republic was founded. 

This study is an attempt at tracing the influence of Turkish 

on Ladino across the last four generations. The domains of in

vestigation will be limited to semantic and lexical char.ge, and 

the reasons pertaining to these changes. 

The influences of Turkish on Ladino has proved to be a good 

example of what sociolinguists have tried to explain in their 

theories of language char.ge as influenced by culture contact. 

This research will aim at answering some of the q-c.estions on 

this subject. 
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1.2 The HistQrical Background of the Turkish Jews and their 

Lane-;uage /J.l 

In 1492, after the fall of Granada which marked the end of 

the Reconguista, the Catholic monarchs Isabella of Cast1l1e and 

Ferdinand of Aragon, decided to send all the Jews who refused 

to be converted, into exile. 

Approxi~ately 200,000 Spanish Jews were exiled towards the 

North of ~xrope, and also spread out in branches throughout the 

Mediterranean area. It has been of course, quite difficult to 

estimate the exact number of refugees in every country but accor-

ding to F. Cantera Burgos 93,000 came to the ottoman Empire, 

3,000 to France, 9,000 to Italy, 21,000 to the Netherlands etc ••• 

The arrival of the Jews in Turkey coincided with the powerful 

era of the conqueste of the Ottoman Empire. In 1492, in Istan

bul, the Grand Rabbi Capsali asked SUltan Bayaz1t II to open the 

gates of his cOlmtry to the Spanish refugees. Bayaz1t consented 

to do this quite readily as his conquests had been accompanied 

by a serious demographic vaccuum~:Q 

Istanbul, Salonica, Safed, Jerusalem, Cairo, all were witnessl 

to the flow of the refugees until the end of the sixteenth centur: 

1. All the historical facts in this chapter have been taken from: 
Sephiha, H.V., L'Agonie des Jud~O-Espagrols., Editions Er,tente 
Paris., 1977 

2. Bayaz1t is known to have said of the King of Spain: "How can 
this rnor,arch be considered wise and intelligent .... hen he impo
verishes his own kingdom and enriches mine~" (Sephiha, p.14) 
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The communities were grouped accordir~ to their origins like 

Cordova, Aragon. Leon, Mallorca etc ••• Every group had their 

own synagog~e or~: 'Kal de Kordova', 'Kal de los Gregos' etc .•• 

but these were later united into one type of synagogue. A nos

talgia for their mother-land existed throughout the community. 

hence the Hebrew word for Spain: Sepharad, and the name they 

chose to call themselves: Sephar~. 

The Isla~ic religion is especially known for its reverence 

to all the other religions and prophets before Mohammed. Follo-

wing this, there has always been a greater amount of tolerance 

practised in the ottoman Empire ta-wards minority groups. There 

were of course, certain restrictions like distingu.ishing signs. 

pre-determined type of hair-style and clothes of certain colours 

and form, but these were rarely applied very strictly. The tole

rance in the Empire was quite ideal for the Jews who knew how 

exacting the laws were in the Christian countries. They were 

not obliged to build walls around their villages and so were not 

forced to keep themselves separated from the natives of the coun

try. The minorities always found a way out of the restrictions 

by becoming goverr~ent employees or diplomats. 

Essentially warriors, the Turks knew how to put to good use 

the intellectual and pragmatic qualities of their minority 

subjects. During the whole of the sixteenth century they gathere 

round themselves c~unsellors who were mostly Jewish and who are 

said to have brought great profit and prosperity to the Empire. 

They also mostly required the services of Jewish doctors.~) The 

Sultans trusted and honoured their Jewish subjects who were littl 
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inclined to betray them in favour of the Christian monarchs. 

Many travellers of the time ~ho wrote about their journeys to 

the East .noticed the important role the Jews played in the 

ottoman Empire.(4) 

3. Some Jews ~ere diplomats and some "ere financiers. The sUdden 
rise of Joseph Nasi to a highly exalted position is signifi-

cant. He had come to Istanbul In 1553, and belonged to a 
family of bar,kers .... ho j-.ad branches in Anvers, France and 
Venice. After he came to Istanbul with all his family the 
Sultans SU1eYITcan II and Selim II loaded him with honours. 
In 1565 SuI tan Selim made him Duke of Naxos and gave him the 
manag~ment of Cyclades. Don Solomon Ibn Yaish arrived in 
Tur~ey in 1585. Sultan Murad III acoorded him the title of 
Duke of ¥~tilene. 

4. Fierre Belon .. rote for example .in 1553: 
"Ceux qui m~decinent en Turq'.lie, par Egypte, Syrie, et Ana
tolie, et autres vi1les du pays du Turc, Bont pour 1a grande 
partie Juife. II est faoile aux Juifs de sQavoir que1que 
chose en ~e:ecine: car I1s ont la commodite des 1ivres Grecs, 
Arabes et Rebreux qui ont este tournez en leur lar..g8.ge vul
gaire, co=e Elppocrate, et Galien, Avioenne, Almanaor, ou 
Rosie, SeraFion, et autres auteurs Arabes." 
Jean Thevenot, a subject of Louis XIV gives a very good image 
of the peaceful ~d harmonious coexistenoe of every kind of 
people uneer the otto~an rule: "L'ile de Chio est fort su~ett 
aux trembler:ents de terre·, elle serait fort fertile si elle 
n'etait pas si pierreuse, et s1 elle avait un peu d'eau, mais 
il y ple'.lt 9i peu, qu'il faut tous lea ana su print~~pe feire 
1a procession, par la Ville, pour obtenir la pluie du ciel; 
les Turcs font premHrement 1a leur, puis lee Grecs, puis 
les Iatine, ·puis les Juifs: les T11rcs se mettent fort peu en 
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The prosperity of the sixteenth century did not continue 

however. With the decline of the power of the Ottoman Empire 

and the continuous defeats of its army, life also began to get 

harder for the people. It was difficult to find work and even 

so, the salaries were very low. The Jews also had to resign 

themselves to a dreary kind of life always trying however, to 

follOW the precepts of their Torah (holy book). 

Grouping themselves according to their province of origin 

and linguistic affinity, the Jews formed communities governed 

by the Rabbi, the chief of the Yeshivah, the Master of Studies, 

and the Judge. Every group had its own Syr,agogue, its school, 

another superior school (Yeshivah), and its court. They also 

had groups of charity for looking after the poor, the needy, 

the ill and the old ffiernbers of the community. The taxes were 

collected by members of the societies and delivered to the go

vernrr,ent official at that town thus showing an internal autonomy 

in their lives. 

The community was ruled by its rabbis, school masters and 

judges. They .ere both hispanic and Jewish and were almost en

tirely out of touch with the outside world except when refugees 

or travellers came to tell them the events of the world. Other

wise they led a traditional and patriarchal life ~ollowing their 

religious script·s to the letter. Their ceremonies, holidays, 

peine les~uelles de toutes ces pri8res sont ~xaucees, pourvu 
qu'lls aient ce qu'ns demar,dent 1 ... 1" 

. TSephiha, p. 26) 
-'.'-
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and otr.er important daye were organized by the religious autho

rities who also had the education of the community under their 

control. Having !T:any children wae considered to be a blessing 

of God and this idea was reinforced by the education given to 

the eons who had an exalted position in the society. They were 

taught to read and write both in Spanish and in Hebrew letters. 

A parallel cultural development took place in the prosperous 

tiThes of the sixteenth century when many rabbinic universities 

were founded in cities like Salonica, Sated, Jerusalem, Smyrna, 

Bursa, Ankara etc ••• The Jewish child would first go to the 

~l~~d Torah often referred to as meldar (to read) where he 

learned how to read and write, and also the translation of the 

Bible in Ladino. After this school, if he \I'a8 found to have 

talent, or as was more usually the caee, after an apprenticeship 

period r.e went to the Yeshivah which was the university. 

The Jews who had been living in Christian Spain were all 

hiepanophones and most of them ignored Hebrew, their liturgical 

languags. The Rabbis and religiOUS ILen had to have translations 

of religious texts and books so as to teach their Spanieh speaking 

people and keep them attached to their religion. The lar.guE:.ge 

they have used in these translations goes back to the thirteenth 

century. They used their everyday la~Jage, then called ~inQ, 

!sp;~, or E.§J~~ in an effort to produce texts as equally 

sacred ae their originals. Memorizatic,n of these texts by stu

dents and their being taught throughout the follOwing generatione 

allowed Ladino to come to our days. 
----

This .... as bow the Vernacular Spanish, or Espaniol or Juaezmo 



(Judaism), or ludio or Jidio (Jewish) was born. Judezmo, Judio 

and Jidio correspond to a need of identifying their own lar~age. 

The German Je .... s have done the same thing by calling their lan

guage Yiddish from the word in German Jtidisch meaning'Jswish~ 

The Moslem Turks knew Spanish only through the Jews so they 
l&'l called it Yah,udice meaning 'language of the Jews'. 

)(berever they went, the Sephardic Jews took with them the 

language of the fifteenth-century Spain which had been their 

native tongue for many centuries. This language did not follow 

the changes that affected it in Spain in the followir~ decades. 

It continued to bespoken as in 1492. Travellers were astonished 

at finding such good speakers of Spanish such a long way away 

from its motherland, in the first decades following the migra

tion, but in later years not realiziT.~ that this lar~~age was 

an archaic form of their own they labelled it as strar.ge. The 

step was thus taken, in identifying this particular la~~~age 

as belonging exclusively to the Sephardim or !L)ldeCl-Espagnols. 

However, ,the political decline in the fOllowing centuries 

was paralleled by a cultural decline. In the eighteenth and 

5. The identification had been so well-established that the 
arrival of Christian Spanish citizens' was met with exclama
tione like' A Jew: A Jew:'. Amusing anecdotee on this sub
ject are abur,dant. It is said for example, that a Spanish 
priest who kY.ew there were Spanieh speakir~ Jews in Salonica 
was walkir~ through the streets trying to corr~unicate with 
ttem. 'Certain of t1-,eae people however, hearir~ him speak 
Spanish turr.ed round and spat in,his direction saying. 
"Bah, a Jewish 'priest':" (Sephiha, p.l?). 
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nineteenth centuries, the stud ies of tr.e Torah and the religion 

deteriorated to such a point that most members of t}-,e co=uni ty 

did not know how to read the Bible. They tried to overccme this 

crisis by publishing a new edition of the Old Teetament in Hebrew 

and Iadino, and also an encyclopedia of the Jews containing 

all the traditions, legends, anecdotes and religious scripts. 

They thus ]:,revented the loss of identity that threatened to 

overcome tr.e community. and also the lese of ethical and theo

logical works translated to judec-espagnol or ancient Castiliano. 

Hcwever much the Jewish societies lived cut off from the 

world outSide, they were not out of touch with the world of 

their hests. The continuous relationship and interaction bet

ween them led to a borrowing mostly on the part of the Jews 

in the cultural nomains of music, beliefs, traditions, supers

titions, cooking, and language. Words in Turkieh, Greek, Bul

garian, Itali3.n were assimilated into 1,ad1'10 so well that after 

sor::e tiThe even the native speakers could not differentiate bet

ween the borrowed warde and their originale. 

Ex. 1. 'fQ§~lffi' (from Tk. fistan) dress 

',i.a,;:.lkas' (from Tk. ~l.k) sl ippers 

'rir~' (from Greek piruni) -- fork 

The chang~s in the culture and the la~tgUage carre a bcut 

quite early. Already in the sixteenth century, Israel Najara 

had S0:ne of hie poems e'.,m.g with melodies borrowed from the 

Turkish }'usic of tr,e time. Many Jews, especially those who were 

_ protected by the capitulations or c0I1euls, dressed themselves 

in the Turkish coetulLe despite the _I'.e_stridions. 
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Everyday the muezzins called the religious to prayer; hearing 

them caused the Jews to adopt many of their airs and 'makams' 

in their synagog~es. The best cantors were called 'bilbil', 

a borrowing from the Turkish word 'bUlbUl' (nightingale), which 

even became a family name. Even the B2Pansas (folkloric songs) 

were affected by the Turkish culture both in the lexical and the 

therratic levels which allowed poets to have a newer and larger 

repertoire. We roay also, though very rarely, come across Turkish 

words in sacred religiouB texts in Ladino: " ... tambyen tu di a 

el komo fut! 
afikomin • .iJ.) 

del pesah no .spartiran de:spues del korban pesah 
~--

If,any legends, fairy stories and traciitional anecdotes · ... ere 

borrcwed from the Greek, Bulgarian and '1'urkish cultural treal!lures'fJ 

6. Bueno, Yishak (ed)., &gada de Pesah., GUIer Matbaasl., Ista~bul. 

1953., p.7 

7. MOl!lt remarkable is the borrowing of the falDous Nasreddin Hoca 

persona] i ty who is a trad it ional figure in the Turkish culture 

repHsenti,.,..g e. naivitee cO'lpled with sharp and hUThouristic 

cu.nni.ng and wit. He is referred to in Ladino as 'Cor.a' ('Gohe.' - -
by the ~gyptianl!l). He hal!lbecome so familiar to the Jews 

that tz . ..,:;:-e are quite a few pro';erbs, idio:r:s, and expre ssioTIS 

with Coha, who vas assimilated into the culture ~ith relish: 

Ex. 2. 'Coha se fue e.l banyo, topo de kontar un anyo.' (Coha' 

went to the bath, and talked about it for a year.) 

Ex. ~. 'Si Coha viene s'ezbraga, Ie parese ke es banyo.' (If 

Coha comes he will strip thinking the.t this is a bath. 

Ex. 4. 'Se vistio Coha vistido de 9aba en dia ce ee!l;ana.' 

(Cor;!!, were his Saturday' clothes during the we ek.) 

Ex. 5. 'Eepartio Coha, para si 10 mae.' (Cohe. divided tb~_ 

goode and took most of it himself.) 
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The !Iany !'!uperstition!l that were shared by the Turks and otrjer 

nations under their rule were also shared by the Jews. One 

cOffies ecross famous per!ons sacralised after their deaths and 

vieited by Mcelem!l, Christians and Jews alike to have their 

w1ehes reel ieed. 'Tell1 Baba' is an example of this. 

Such char~ee, effects, and borrowings from one culture to 

the other went on durir~ centuries in the Ottoman Empire where 

linguistic represeion was never exercised. 

With the French Revolution however, came the ideals of 

Equality and Fraternity, caueing the Jews throughout the world 

to have a great admiration for France, 'the blees~d country'. 

This paved the way for the foundation of l' All1l\,D~Jerae1ite 

!Irivtt!!_'tlle in Parie in 1860, with the aim of protectir~ the 

Jewa in the world. It was at firat interested in the Je~e of 

Poland and Ruesia who led very difficult and miserable lives, 

but ite activities ;rere not accepted by Ruseia. So, it spread 

out to the South and started found ing schoole: Baghd ad (1865); 

Ietal'lbul (L865); Smyrr.a and Salonica (1873) etc... By 1912 the 

Alliance had a total of 71 !lchools for boys and 44 schoels for 

girls: 52 in the European part of Turkey and 63 in the !!!iat1c 

part. As the teaching ;ras dene in French, it logically follows 

that French became the language of the culture and penetrated 

in all section!l of the communities. French a.leo became the 

lang,jage of all the other minorities, and aleo of the educated 

eection of the T1.lrkieh cOllL'l!unity. 

The teachinge of the Alliance schools brought Ladino under 

a new influence: French. The tr~ditienal tee.chir~s in L&dino 
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were elowly !Plbatituted by French. The graduates of the AJliance 

school!! formed an elite who used I.adino only in communicating 

with parent!! or with the people who had not had a chance of stu

dying in these schoole, the 'klasa ba~a' or the 'basst cl~'. 

The rupture became both linguistic and social. The articles 

in the I.adino prese became extremely French-!!tyled, thus influ

encing the Spanish syntax. Although the people trie~ to reei!!t 

the effect!! of French, the snobism that governed the community 

was more powerful and the Jew!! found themselve!! before a new 

form of their language: the 'judeo-fraenol'. 

1.2.1. In Turke~: 

Despite the numerou!! migrations there are !!till about 35 , 000 

to 40,000 Spanieh Jews in Turkey. With the poorest part of the 

population gone, there remains now a community of bourgeoisie 

wheee !lie!!!b~'rs are mestly bueinees .!lien or have liberal profeBsions. 

Since there is no more migration the situation has been. stabilized 

The migrations have resulted in the abandonir~ of synagogue!!, 

and the closing of the communal echools except for a few in Istan

bul-- where the language of teaching is Turkieh. Families who 

have the means to send tt,eir children to foreign colleges or 

Turkish schools, do so. The charity services still exist, and 

the religious life, though highly weakened by the indifference 

of the members, continues. 

Turkish and the other foreign languagee are pushing Ladino 

further back into the background. In 1955, 64% of the Jews in 

Turkey had declared that Yahudice vas their native language 

when in 1927 84% had said eo. In 1970 there were still two 
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newspapers half in Ladir,o and half in Turkieh ... ith about 7,000 

readers. Today, at'ter the disappeare.nce of 'La Vera Luz' (The 

True Light) in 1972, only '~J21!l' (Feace) remains. ladino is 

maintained quite firmly in the reJigious sections of the com~~

nity. It ... as the only lan~~age ... hich was spoken at the Grand 

Rabbinate in 1970, though today the younger employees speak 

Turkish. The monolingual Ladino speakers can 1:,e found only 

~~ongst the oldest ~effibers of the community. The others are 

either bilingual (l·adino+Turkish), ot trilingual (Ladino+French+ , 
'Turkish), or as is the case today, monolin~~a1 again with Turkish 

as the only lan~~age used in communication. 

1.31'urpc5e of the stu£!.: 

As can be seen from the section above, on the historical 

background of Ladino, the important eocio-historical events 

that have occurred in the last century have very much affected 

the lives of the minorities who .... re after all part of the 

larger Turkish culture, even if they were regarded as such or 

not. The War of Independence followed by the foundation of 

the Turkish Republic and the Lausar~. Pact in which Jews were 

accepted as Turkish citizens and not as a minority liere major 

events ... hich affected their culture. As a conseq'.ance it can 

be seen that ladino is a perfect example for 1ang-.:e.ge char~e 

under cond itions of culture contact.. If a 1ar.g;'.lage is used by 

a social group ... hich is a minority and if its functional impor

tance for that group declines, then that language is bound to 

slo ... ly fade away. 
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The present study addresses itself to two major aspects of 

language change as promoted by culture contact: 

1. The description of the linguistic changes in Ladino, 

mainly: 

A. Semantic Char~es. and 

B. Char-ges in the Lexical Items. 

II. The investigation of the factors operative in the fading 

out of Ladino due to its loss of functionality in the 

society that had been using it for more than four hundred 

years. 

The linguistic area of study being too large and wide for 

this research, we have focused our attention mainly on semantic 

changes and cbanges in lexical items. Only cursory glances have 

been taken of Phonology and Syntax which are the other two main 

parts of the grammar of a Janguage. 

Semantic Change refers to the changes in meaning that are 

brought about in a language by different social and cultural 

factors. Changes in Lexical Items however, are the char~es that 

occur to particular items of the vocabulary of a lar~~age. Al

though these two fields somewhat overlap, it would not be wrong 

to say that Semantic Change takes only meanir~ into considera

tion, while a study of Char~es in the Lexical Items involves 

change of both meanir~ and form. The reasons for these changes 

are manifold and they will be discussed later. 

The other reason for the char~e that occurs in a lar~~age 

is social. Lang~age is in continual flux open to influences 

of socic-historical events, attitudes, and many other social 
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effects during the course of Time. A lan~~age has to be func

tional in communication in the first place, for it to survive. 

If it is replaced in functionality by another lang.J9.ge then it 

will go out of use and will consequently fade out. 

L9.dino was not in danger of fading out until the twentieth

century. Beginning from the end of the nineteenth century how

ever, the drastio changes that took plaoe in the social organl

sation of the communities involved led to a decline in the use 

of the langu.age in a matter of four to five generations. This 

research attempts to trace down some aspects of the social and 

cuI tural change that took place by studying Ladino speakers of 

four different generations and by making intergenerational 

comparisons. The speech data used for the investigation of 

linguistic chang'ls also comes from the interviews that were held 

with the subjects of the four different generations. 

1.4 !he H~pothe~ 

I. There will be differences in the Ladino and Turkish 

spoken and understood across the different generations 

of L9.dino speakers in terms of : 

A. Amount 

B. Frequency' 

C. Fluency 

D. Accent 

E. Syntax, and 

F. Mai.n source for borrowings. 

II. The infl;"enceof Turkish in the form of lexical borrowings 
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will mostly be seen in: 

A. Idioms and expressions 

B. lexioal categories such as nouns, adjectives, verbs etc. 

in particular, food names, household items. business 

terminology and the like; that is • in vocabulary per

taining to everyday situations where there is inevitable 

contact with Turkish. 

III. Any item borrowed from Turkish will be adapted to the 

phonological and syntactic systems of Ladino by the 

speakers. 

IV. The attitudes of the speakers towards Ladino will be 

increasingly negative with decreasing age. 

V. The functionality of using Turkish in interpersonal 

communication will increase with decreasing age. 



2.1 The Sample: 

CHAPTER II 

M.E THO D 

The data was collected from a sample of 82 people ran~omly 

chosen from Ladino speakers in Istanbul. To show the various 

differences in the speeches of Ladino speakers across genera

tions, the sample was taken from four different age groups 

for whom periods of language acquisition and early use corres-

pond to: 

I. Before and up to 1920 ( t- 1920) 

II. Between 1921 and 1940 (1921--1940) 

III. Between 1941 and 1960 (1941--1960) 

IV. After 1961 (1961 --,t ) 

The sa;nple was randomly select.ed from among the guests 

attending the wed.dings in the Neve-:;;alom Synagogue. During the 

time of sample selection there were about thirty weddings at 

the Neve-galom Synagogue, the major place where the Jewish wedding 

ceremony is carried out in Istanbul. Weddings are classified 

as first, second and third class according to the economic possi

bilities of the families, therefore the guests at the ceremonies 

came from a wide r~~e of backgrounds. Thus the Neve-~alom 

ceremonies seemed a good place for getting a fairly satisfactory 

random sample. Three to five people were randomly selected by 

the researcher at every ceremony for thirty weddings, and their 

addresses were obtained. Some people could not be reRched due 

to the sum:ner hol idays and a sample of 82 was finally obtained--~ 
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(42 male and 40 female subjects): 

Generation 

1. f- 1920 

II. 1921--1940 

III. 1941--1960 

IV. 1961 -+ 
Total 

Number 

20 

20 

20 

22 

82 

10 

10 

10 

12 

42 

Pemale 

10 

10 

10 

10 

40 

TABLE 1. DI5TR,IB0TIDN of SuBJECTS AU-o\:,s 6ENS~ 

The speech style of the speakers of a lar~age is closely 

related to their socioeconomic status. It is often the case 

too. that higher SES is associated with better education. An 

SES-stratification of the sample however, always causes prob

lems in social scientific research because of the very subjec

tivity of the classifications of Kigh, Middle, and Low SES, and 

the fact that in most cases these classifications overlap to a 

most unwelcome degree. Therefore, in the present study, SES 

was excluded as a control variable. A good random sample should 

be able to cover the range of the SES continuum, that is why, 

any apecific characteristics pertaining to this variable will 

be taken up as observations in the data analysis, thus avoiding 

the subjectivity in the purposive sample which would otherwise 

have been formed. 

2.2 Procedure: ---""-
A ten-minute interview which was audio-recorded was made 

with every subject. The interview-oonsisted of fifteen quss-
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tiene, three stories portrayed by ten caricatures to be recounted. 

and a request for the description of a Bar-Mitzvah that the sub

ject had seen or experienced. Then, the researcher had short 

talks with the subjects about their attitudes towards speaking 

Ladino and these were written down as observations. The ana

lysis was carried out on the recorded data transcribed in the 

phonetiC transcription determined by the researcher herself. 

Apart from the interviews, over one thousand idioms and ex

pressions were collected. This was done by listening to the 

free speech of many speakers over a period of eight months. 

, 
2.3 Mat!tT1als: 

The materials consisted of a tape-recorder, audio-cassettes, 

and a set of caricatures for narrative elicitation, prepared 

by a student of 'Devlet Guzel Sanatlar Akadem1si'. They were 

prepared as three stories, the first portrayed in four cards 

and the other tlfO in three cards each, giving a total of ten 

cards. The first story called 'DOTA' (dowry), told about the 

love affair of a young couple coming to nought because the pa

rents could not agree about the amount of the girl's dowry. 

The second story called '!tKSO' (the day women gather to play 

cards) tells about four women playing a card g~~e in the house 

of one of them. The third story called 'KAZAR' (getting married) 

tells about a wonderful love affair between a young couple 

turning into a sordid kind of life once married. (See ApI>endix II , 

These stories are about subjects on which every Turkish Jew 

can converse comfortably because of their very actuality and 
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ironical quality. The speech elicited by these caricatures 

constitute the data for the comparison across generations because 

they are standard material. 

2.4 Data Collection: 

The following questions were asked to Ivery subject in Ladino 

1. 'Kuantos ar,yos tiene?' 

(Row old are you?) 

2. 'Ke e90 aze?' 

(What is your job?) 

3. 'Komo es su situasyon ekonomika? a. Baea b. Media c. Alta' 

(What is your economic situation? s. Low b. Middle c. High 

4. 'En ke eskola(s) estudio?' 

(In which school(s) did you study?) 

5. 'Ande ss su kaza?' 

(~Lere do you live?) 

6. 'Ance nasyo?' 

(Where were you born?) 

7. 'Ande nasyeron sue paryentes?' 

(Where were your parents born?) 

8. 'Komo se yama le lingua ke esta avlando?' 

(What is the language that you are speaking called?) 

9. 'Ance se l'ambezo a avlar? Komo?' 

(Where did you learn to speak it? How?) 

10. 'Ke ligua avlae (avlava~) en vuestra kaza kon vuestros 

paryentes?' 

(Which lan~~age do (did) you speak at home with your . ----_. 

parents?) 
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11. 'Ke liguas avla aparte d.el Ladino?' 

(What languages do you speak apart from Ladino?) 

12. 'Ke lirlg'~a avla mas mun~o i ltas mijor?' 

(Which language do you speak most and best?) 

'Pue~ darme e1 orden i el pursantaj en un dia?' 

(Cculd you give me the order and the percentage in one 

day?) 

13. 'Ke son las okazyones donde avla estas linguas? Por 

exempio, en ke okazyones u situasyones, u kon komo de 

personas avla el Lad1no?' 

(On what occasions do you speak these languages? For 

example, on what occasions or with what kind of people 

do you speak Ladino?) 

14. 'Puea.e l1eldar i eskrivir en.Ladino? Si no, porke?' 

(Can you read and write in Lad ho? If not, why?) 

15. 'En ke 1in~~ avla mas trankilo? De ke?' 

(In which kanguage do you speak more comfortably? 'Why?) 

After these questions the subjects were shown the ten cari

catures and they were asked to recount the three stories they 

ea.w: 

story I 

story II 

story III 

• • 

'DOTA' (dowry) Caricatures 1-4-

'FtKsO' (day for play1ng cards): Caricatures 5-7 

'KAZAR' (getting married) : Caricatures 8-lC 

To ·e11ci t some kind of free spe'ech the subj eets were then 

asked to give an account of a Bar-Mitzvah they had seen or ex

perienced. 
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For the generation of (1961 -t) a different procedure for 

collecting the data had to be followed in some cases. Por the 

subjects who could not at all speak, but who claimed to under

stand Ladino, the researcher proceeded in the following way: 

The subjects were asked to translate the fifteen questions into 

Turkish and answer them in Turkish or in Ladino if they could 

do so. The researcher had written down the stories of the cari

catures in Ladino and the subjects were asked to translate what 

the researcher said sentence by sentence. In this Wa:] the 

degree of comprehension vas obtained for these subjects. No 

free-speech could be elicited from them but answerir~ the ques-

. tions in Ladino was encouraged. 

Some of the subjects vho belonged to the generation of 

( ~- 1920) had problems in solving the cari.catures. They were 

either too old to see the pictures properly or they just could 

not make out anythi~~ of the caricatures themselves. So they 

vere asked to recount a weddir~ and a day for playing cards 

of their time so as toccver the stories of the caricatures. 



CHA.PTER II I 

RESULTS AND, DISCUSSION 

3.1 Description of the Linguistic Changes in Ladino: 

Both linguistic and non-linguistic factors influence the 

changes that occur in the Semantic and Lexical fields of a lan

guage: 

~e~antic.ph~ESe caused by Lir~istic Fa~lQ~: 

Most linguists agree that meaning is the elerr,ent in a lan

guage which has the least resistance to change. (Meillet 1926, 

Weinreich 1953; Lehm.ann 1973). They contend that meaning is 

always v~~e in relation to-its form (word), and that there is 

no one-to-one relationship bet .... een meaning and form. That is 

why, with different kinds of influences working on lan5Jage, 

this relation between form and meaning proves to be most VUl

nerable to changes. There are always m.ore meanings than there 

are words, so that if there arises any need for encoding new 

meanings, this is done by either generating new words or chan

ging the old ones. There are nine types of changes that can 

occur by the influence of this type of lir~istic factor: 

I. Narrowing: whe~ a word which signified a more general 

meaning narrows down and comes to have a more special

ized meaning, this is called 'Narrowing' •. 

Ex.6 The Castiliano word 'Frio' (cold) has narrowed down 

to mean only (cold weather) in I.adino. 
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Ex.7 Castiliano 'LBllIpara' (lBlllp) is used in Ladino only 

for the religious lighting of candles at ceremonies. 

'lampa' is the word used to designate the meaning 

of normal lamps. 

II. Widening or Extension: this ocourswhen a word oomes to 

have a more generalized meaning than what it started 

out with: 

Ex.S Castiliano '~' (rose) widened in meaning to 

(flower) in Ladino. 

Bx.9 Castiliano 'Kodrero' (flesh of sheep) widened to 

(sheep in general) in Ladino. 

Ex.IO'As~' (sugar) is also used for (diabetis). 

Ex.ll'Dulse' (sweet 'adj.') has also come to acquire 

the meaning of (jam). 

Ex.12 The Castiliano word for (it's a pity, poor thing) 

was 'L~~'. This word widened in meaning in 

I,adino and al so oame to mean (Sin) with a genera

ted verb of the same root 'Pekar' (to sin). 

III. Meta2h~: ooours when the metaphorical meaning of the 

word comes to be substituted for the original word and 

the original meaning is forgotten: 

Ex.13 Castiliano 'Negro' (blaok) has the meaning (bad) 

in Lad ino and another word, 'Pr~' is used for 

(balok). 

Ex.14 Ladino '~~erko' is now used to mean (very dirty) 

whereas its original meaning was (Pig). 

Ex.15 In the same way 'Oveja' which originally meant 

\ 
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(sAleep) is now used as (very obedient). 

Ex.16 'Lonso' (bear) has come to acquire the additional 

meanir,g (stupid) through metaphor. 

Ex.I? 'Ravano' (reddish) is now also an adjective des

cribing (a very lazy stUdent). 

IV. ~~: is the semantic change that occurs when a word 

comes te have a IDeanir~ that is near the .original in spaCE 

.or time: 

! 

Ex.18 Ladino has borrcwed the werd '~adir' (tent) frOID 

Turkish and uses it as (umbrella). 

V. S;:{rJ!'cdoc~:ocours when the new word is relatedte the 

old .one through a part-whole relatien: 

Ex.19 I,adino 'puIs!!' (sweet) alse came to acquire the 

meaning (j am). 

VI. ~perbo~: is the name given to the change a word under

goes from stronger to weaker meaning: 

Ex.20 Castiliano 'Helado' (ice) changed its meaning to 

'W~'(cold) in Ladino. 

VII. Litotes: is when the change goes from the weaker to the 

stronger meaning. 

VIII. Degen~..Q.!l: occurs when a word comeS to have a comple

tely different negative meaning: 

Ex.21 Ladine 'Kozina' (kitchen) has acquired the meaning 

of (W.C.). 

IX. Elevation: .occurs when a word is used with a much more 

pe a.-'i t i v e !lie ani ng : 

Ex.22 Ladine 'Lektira' (madness) is alse used as an adjec-
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tive meanir~ (delicious). 

~Eg}tic Change caused by the In:que.nce of Non-Linguis!12. 

Factors: 

One of the most important s--ources of influence on the 

seoantic fields and lexicon of a language is the advances that 

are made in technology and science with the consequent 6har~es 

that occur in society. Whenever new items are invented or dis

covered there arises a need to n9.lll8 them. These names are either 

taken from the already existent words by extending their meanings 

like the word 'Pool' in. English which underwent a change in 
. -

meaning when 'Swimming pools'came into fashicn; or they are 

borrowed from a 1 anguage they are in close contact with. 

A lang~age like Ladino which had no contact with its mother 

lan~~age Spanish, had no other choice but supply the missing 

vocabulary from the languages around it, ie. French, Greek, and 

Turkish. Thus we have '~~', 'telev~.~','~egrafo', '~

fon', 'ele~Fieite' ••• from French; ']1.r£n' (fork) ••• from 

Greek; and 'karpuz' (water-melon), 'kebaE' (kebab), '~' (stove 

etc ••• from Turkish. 

Char.,ges in the Lexical Items: - . 

Weinreich (1953) brings in a detailed account for the inter

ference that occurs on lexical items. He contends that there are 

several ways in which one vocabulary influences or interferes wit: 

another. Given two lar~uages, we may have the morphemes of A 

being trans?erred to B; or the morphemes of B being transferred 
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or used with new functions taking the morphemes of A as a model; 

or we could have compound lexical items where both of the latter 

. processes might be cOIT,bined. 

I. ~imEle Words: The type of interference that is mostly seel 

in simple lexical items is their outright transfer from one lan

~Jage to another. Sometimes the transferred items are char~ed 

phonemically in such a wa:y as to resemble any other word of the 

lar~age which accepts them. Thus we have the words 'bur-1', 

'~', 'kazik', 'bizelya', '~uzuk' ••• in Ladino which have been 

borrowed from the Turkish words 'M£:!!' (tube), 'ill' (iron), 

'kazlt' (cheated), '~~lye' (peas), 'pozut' (not workir~), 

consecutively. Looking at the phonemic adaptation of these words 

it is difficult for the speakers to realize that they are borrowed 

items from Turkish because of their complete phonetic assimilation. 

II. lP~as~: Two types of interference occurs with phrases. or 

ma:y be transferred in analyzed forms. When this occurs the phrase 

is seen to get a1apted to the syntactic pattern of the infl 'Jenced 

la~Jage. There are quite a few examples of this kind in Ladino, 

with the transfer of Turkish phrases, expressions and idioms. 

Ex. 22. 'Ke haber?' -- Ne haber? (w~at's up?) 

Ex. 23. 'S1nko~as no vale.' -- Be~ para etmez. (It isn't 

worth tuppence.) 

Ex. 24. '~soba no esta travando.' -- Soba gekmiyor. (The 

stove isn't working.) 

Ex. 25. '1a kavesa me se izo kazan.' -- Karam kazan oldu. --- ' -.. 
(My head is achi~~.) 

Ex. 26. 'Komimoz un buen kazik' -- tyi bir kaZlk yedik. 
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(We were cheated). 

Ex. 27. 'Ande t'eetas Yir&p demanyana sabehlan?' -- Sabeh 

sabeh nereye gidiyors~n? (~~ere are you going so 

early in the mornip~?) 

Phrases or even longer forms like proverbs can be repro

duced with equivalent indigenous forms. This form of interference 

is generally called 12an TranslationE/. but is also eubd ivided into 

three: 

A. Lo~n TJ"an~lat:!onl! proper where the foreign forms are 

reproduced exactly feature by feature. Thus we have in 

Ladino: 

Ex. 28. 'Me ur~lo la ka~~sa bueno' -- Kafam1 iyice ~i~ird1 

(S/he made my head ache.) 

Ex. 29. 'Ken save?' -- Kimbilir? (iibo knows?) 

Ex. 30. '1as luzee estan kortaaae.' -- I~1klar keeik. 

(The lights are out.) 

Ex. 31. '¥a dyo_~avor de kalavaea.' -- Kabak tad1 verdi. 

(It has becollie terribly boring.) 

Ex. 32. 'mesa de~.r~!' -- Odun kafa11! (Wooden head!) 

Ex. 33. 'l:~L~~e:i9_~IlU8kUcar' -- UskUdar'da sabeh 01-

duo (It is morning in USklidar. ~eaning it 1s too 

late. ) 
, 

B. Loan rendit19~ where the foretgn form proves to be just 

a general model for the reproduction. In this case the 

reproduction is not so exact. 

Ex. 34. 'Ia me aze el~'--,," h1mi yapar (gorijr). (It 

dces my work.) 
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C. }0a.!L~"~tttc:.!l£l. where new forms are created to matoh the 

forms in the la~~age that causes the influence. 

We have thus dealt with the kinds of lexical and sem"mtic 

interference one language can practise on another and the types 

of borrowings that can occur. It can correctly be assuc:ed that 

the integration of the interfering and borrowed elements will 

cause certain problems. Only the lexical items which have been 

borrowed as a result of the appearance of technical and scien

tific innovatioT.s, inveritions and objects can be integrated into 

the recipient language, without having any important effects. 

Any other type of interference or lcans will affect the already 

existing vocabulary, in any one of the follewing three wa:rs: 

I. There could arise a confusion between the oontents of 

the new and the old word: 

Ex. ~5. The Ladine word for (kitch~n) 'kozina' is used 

confusir~ly to mean (toilet) since ·the word 

tmup~' (kitchen) from the Turkieh '~~' was 

borrowed. 

II. The old word may disappear: 

Ex. 36. The Lanino words for (slippers, dress, legs) have 

disappeared ~~d the borrowed forms 'garukas', 

'fostan', '~~' have taken their place. 

III. Both the new and the old word may survive and their 

oontents may corne to be specialized: 

Ex. 37. The I,a'; ino word for (ice) has Burvi ved tcgether 

with the new borrowed form 'buz' from Turkish. 

But the word 'yelado' is now used to mean (cold) 
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instead of (ice). 

The Semantic Char~es and Changes in the Lexical Items that 

have occurred in Iadino seem to support the ling-J.istic theories 

on Change of Lehmann (1973), and Weinreich (1953). Both Culture 

Contact and the evolution that a langu~e undergc,es through the 

passage of time influence the changes that occur in a language. 

Change, under these circumstances seems inevitable; the rate 

and amount however, seems to depend on how strong the impact 

of social events is on the language and on how much these social 

events are involved with it. 

3.2 The I.nvesttgatiq,n of the Fadi,n.g-out of LaCtino and Results 

pertaining to the Research Rvpotheses: 

It was deemed important by the researcher to collect some 

background information about the subjects in order to better 

suhstantiate the hypotheses. Questions 1,11,111, 1,11 and VII 

are related to the ~grahic characteristics of the speakers 

like age, ocC'upation, income level and place of ' birth and origin. 

1. ~: 

The first question '~tos a~os tien~?' (How old are 

you?) shows us the range of the speakers' ages across and within 

the four generations •. (See Table II). 

II. OccupillQ.!l: 

Question II ':!;;e ejlo aze?' (What is your job?) furnish~d 

the data for this particular characteristic of the speakers. The 

answers to this question were interesting though not very surprisin 
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GEN. I GEN. II GEN. III. GEN. IV 

Age RAJ~GE 85-63 61-43 40-24 11-20 

NuYJlER 20 20 20 22 

AVERAGE 71.4 53.6 33.6 16.7 

ST. DEV. 6.77 5.85 4.84 1.67 

TABLE II. THE AGE RANGE OF THE SPEAKERS 

Out of the forty women that were interviewed only one girl, 

eighteen.years old, said she worked as a secretary. Seven 

others in the fourth generation were students, but all the rest 

said they were 'mujer de kaza' (housewife). (See Table III) 

OCCUPA'l'ION 

HOUSEWIFE 

STUDENT 

SECRETARY 

Total 

NUMBER 

32 

7 

1 

40 

PEHCENTAGE 

80 

17.5 

2.5 

100 

TABLE III. OCCUPATION OF THE WOMEN SUBJECTS 

Tbis finding shows us the attitude of the community towards 

working women or workir~ wives. A woman is obliged to go to 

work only when it is economically very necessary for her to do so. 
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It is not considered at all socially acceptable for a woman to 

go to work as it would put the husband's powers of supporting 

his wife under question. Most of the women however, seemed 

embarrassed and felt uncomfortable at admitting they did nothing 

or stayed at horne. Although such reactions could indicate that 

the attitude of the community tcwards the categories "working 

woman" vs. "housewife" is slowly changing it should be taken 

with precaution since an attitude cannot be considered to be 

really held by a person if the behaviour does not show up. 

The professions of the men covered a large range of different 

jobs. (SEE Table IV). 

OCCUPATION 

INDUSTRY 

MAN AG :<;]'tEN'r 

TRADE 

OTRl"....R 

Total 

FACTORY OWNER 

INDUSTRIAL 

ENGINBER 

SPARE PARTS 

!"JJi' AG 3R 

ACC01JNTANT 

MERCEAN'r 

CLOTHING 

PHO'TOG RAFHER 

SHOE-SHINE 

ELECTRICIAN 

LIBERAL 

STUDENT 

DOCTOR 

RETIRED 

N1JMBER 

3 

2 

5 

3 

4 

3 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

6 

3 

4 

42 

TABLE IV. OCCUPATION OF THE ~~E SUBJECTS 
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The pOint of interest about the men's responses to this 

question was that the names of the professions were given either 

in French or in Turkish. (See Appendix III). Ever since the 

Jews settled down in the ottoman Empire, men were the me~bers 

of the community who had contact with the major co~~unity out

side their own. They did business all around the country and 

this continuous contact with the business world resulted in the 

importing of the business terminology into the language by the 

men. These were the kinds of worde that were linguistically most 

vulnerable in terms of 'change' because their Ladino counterparts 

were not at all used while the borrowed terms were used continu

ally. 

III. Economi~Situation: 

Question III "Komo es su situasyon ekonomika? Ba~a, media, 

alta?" (Hcw is your economic situation? Low, middle, high?) and 

Question IV 'Ande es eu kaza?' (Where do you live?) were the two 

questions by which the researcher hoped to obtain infornation 

about the socioeconomic situation of the subjects. From the 

two questions, nQmber III proved to be quite a bad one for an 

interview. 95% of the speakers said their economic situation 

was "middle", 3% said it was "low", and only 2% said it was 

"high". Of the 95'% who said their situation was "middle" at 

least· half should have said "high" accord ing to the observations 

of the interviewer, but here cul~ural effects prevented them 

from saying so. No correct estimate of the level of SES could 

be obtained from this direct question. 

Question V however has given us more of an idea about the 
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eccnomic situation ef the speakers than Question I II. The add

resses ef the subjects give us a clearer icea of their ecenemic 

situatien. The ecenemically well-eff members of the Jewish 

cemmunity live in Ni~anta~, Gayrettepe, Etiler er Eebek; the 

middle-SES members live in ~ieli, Csmanbey and Kurtulue; and the 

peeple who. are lew en the eccnemic scale live in Si9sne, Kuledibi, 

Balat and their surreundings. With few exceptiens, this is gene

rally the. csse. The farther away peeple live from $i~ane and 

Kuledibi the higher their status rises cn the sccial level and 

the better they are considered in the ceIDlDunity. However, the 

cnly relatien that ceuld be observed between Ladinc speaking and 

SES level is that low-SES peeple were more fluent in their speech 

in Ladino, meaning that they did not spend any time in Pauses whil 

speaking in all the generatiens. There dees not seem to. be any 

cther kind ef relation otherwise. Of ceurse SES level may in

fluence educatien means which indirectly influences performance 

in Ladinc speaking. 

IV. J'lage of Birth and Origin: 

Questicn VI 'Ande nasye?' (~~ere were yeu bern?) and Questic 

VII 'Arlde nasyeren sus paryentes?' (Where were your parents born?) 

prcvided the necessary data about the place of birth and origin 

cf the subjects. Apart fro~ the demographic infermatien that 

this data gives , the place of birth and crigin cf the speakers 

are also language related variables which take into. account any 

differences in the speeches cf Lacinc speakers. There are scme 

differences which may be termed dialectical in the Ladino spoken 

in different ,regions of Turkey, the main dialects belonging to. 
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Istanbul, !zmir and Edirne. 90% of the speakers were born in 

Istanbul, and the other 10% were born in the Marmara region with 

the exception of one speaker who was born in ~~lgaria. (The 

others were born in Car.akkale, Bdirne, Corlu, Tekirdag). As can 

be seen, there was no problem of dialect differences in the 

present study. 

Information about the place of birth of the rJare'nts shows 

how the places of settlement for the Jews have converged to the 

big, metropolitan cities like Istanbul and !zmir from places 

like Corlu, Tokat, Edirne, Klrklareli, Canakkale, Tekircag etc ••• 

It supports a historicsl fact that the Jews mcved to the metrc

politan areas BS their numbers decreased. They preferred moving 

to places where their own communities were more numbered. 

v. Identifying ladino: 

Question VIII 'Komo se yama le lir~a ke esta avlando?' 

(, What is the language that you are speaking, called?) was inclu

ded in the interview to see how the speakers identified the lan

~Jage and therefore, indirectly themselves. (See Table V). 

Even when the speakers Galled the lang'Jsge anything other 

than "Spani8h~, all of them continued to refer to it in their 

later speech as "~Ef¥lYol, Ispanyolca, Jll:,~nxol" which shows the 

strong identification with Spain, the motherland of the Sephardic 

Jews. Nevertheless; the speakers all remarked that it wss the 

Spanish the Jews spoke in Turkey and that it was no longer pure. 

Apart from the oldest speakers who are more or less Il'onoling'~al 

'" in Ladi~..9' all the others told the interviewer that the lar.guage 

had become mixed with Turkish and that.t,h_ey could not see the use 
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of _.studying such an impure and 'fur,ny' language. 

NAME GIVEN FREQUENCY 

'Esl?anyol', 'tspanyol', tspanyolca', 'Spanyol' 63 

'Oudeo-Espanyol' (Jewish-Spanish) 7 

'Ladino' 11 

'Oudyo' (Jewish) 

'Sefaradit' (Hebrew name for 'Spanish') 

'Karl§lk' (Mixed) 

'Esperanto' 

Total 

TABLE V. IDENTIFYtNG LADINO 

3.3' Results Pertaining to tbe fiYpotheses: 

1 

2 

1 

1 

86 * 

Hypothesis I stated: " There will be differences in the 

Ladino spoken and understood across the different generations 

of Ladino speakers in terms of: 

A. Amount 

B. Frequenoy 

O. Fluency 

D. Accent 

E. Syntax '--

• 
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1'. Main source for borrowings." 

Before presenting the results related to each subquestion 

of Hypot)-,esis I, the amount and duration of speech produced 

in Ladino in the interviews in general, w111 be disoussed. The 

differences in the speeohes of the subjects across the four gene

rations is quite apparent from the frequency tables. (See Tables 

VI, VII and VIII). The "Minutes of Speech" in Table VI corres

ponds to the length of the interview in minutes. The 'pauses 

that are noted on Tables VI, VII and VIII were calculated with 

a stop watch, and they constitute the times when the subject 

hesitated to find his words or thought about the formulation 

of his sentences. 

The findir~s are summarized in Tables VII and VIII where 

we see that while the first two generations all speak Ladino 

quite fluently, the percentage starts dropping (90%) in Gene

ration III and we notice a dramatic drop in the last generation 

(54%). The amount of pauses gives us a g.ood idea of the fluency 

of the Ladino spoken. The speakers of Generation III spent 

half their time in pauses whereas Generation IV speakers used, 

twc-thirds of their time trying to formulate sentences in Ladino. 

It is also quite significant to note that more than half of 

Generation IV speakers who did produce speech in Ladino could 

not tell about a Bar-Mitzvah, in other words, no free speech 

was obtained from these speakers 'suggesting that even though 

their level of comprehension is high, their level of competence 

in Ladino is very low. 

Tab1s VIII shows that with decreasing age we have more 
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borrowings from Turkish and French, the two [Lsin sources of 

Non-Lad ino words. This was the case, even though it was cons

tantly observed that subjects did their test to oontrol their 

speech and speak as purely as possible. Although the subjects 

were enoouraged to speak as spontaneously as possible, there 

was a great effort not to use borrowed terms. Many subjects 

were seen to get extremely unoomfortable when they realized 

they had used a Turkish word and then to try and find its Ladino 

counterpart. In spite of the controls that the subjeots exer

,oised on themselves we oan see from Table VIII that they have 

not been enough to stop the interference in their speech. 

TABLE VI. 

Gen. I Subj. 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

FREQUENCY OF NON-LADINO WORDS 

Age 

72 

73 

74 

70 

79 

64 

63 

70 

67 

85 

67 

Minutes of 
Speech 

4.5 

5 

3.5 

5 

3 

6 

6 

5 

10 

4 

5 

No. of Non-Ladino 
words 

10 

14 

11 

11 

17 

14 

19 

19 

69 

23 

20 

No. of Ncn
Lad w or ./Min 

2.22 

2.8 

3.14 

2.2 

5.6 

2.3 

3.16 

3.8 

6.9 

5.75 

4 
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Gen. I Subj. Age Minutes of No. of Non-Ladino No. of Nc)r:-
No. Speech words Lad wor/Yin 

12 75 5 12 2.4 

13 65 6 27 4.5 

14 64 5 16 3.2 

15 75 4 16 4 

16 84 20 30 1.5 

17 70 4 27 6.75 

18 66 4 39 9.75 

19 82 6.5 32 4.92 

20 63 5 16 3.2 

Gen. II 

21 45 5 20 4 

22 56 5 21 4.2 

23 60 5 40 8 

24 60 4 14 3.5 

25 61 6 30 5 

26 59 4 30 7.5 

27 59 4.5 2l 5.25 

28 43 4.5 14 3.1 

29 47 4 12 3 

30 53 7 24 3.42 

31 45 4 19 4.75 

32 51 4.5 8 1.77 

33 54 5 20 4 

34 52 6 38 6.33 

35 56 5 20 4 
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Gen. II Subj. Age Minutes of No. of Non-Ladino No. of Non-
No. Speech words Lad wor/Min 

36 55 5 16 3.2 

37 57 5 21 4.2 

38 43 12 47 3.91 

39 58 10 107 10.7 

40 58 10 57 5.7 

Gen. III 

41 35 5 20 4 

42 27 5 COULD NOT SPEAK LADINO 

43 24 5 18 3.6 

44 30 5 COULD NOT SPEAK !-ADINO 

45 27 7 15 2.14 

46 26 8 12 C .5 

47 32 8 23 2.87 

48 38 7 13 1.85 

49 41 6 15 2.5 

50 32 6 46 7.66 

51 32 5 13 2.6 

52 40 6 l~ 2 

53 37 6 17 2.83 

54 38 6 11 1.83 

55 32 6 20 3.33 

56 36 6 17 2.83 

57 40 6 9 1.5 

58 33 5 13 2.6 

59 37 5.5 11 2 
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Gen.III Subj. Age Minutes of No. of Nor.-!'adino No. of Ren-
No. Speech words Lad weir /J.t;in 

60 35 6.5 32 4.92 

Gen. IV 

61 11 4 COULD NOT SPEAK IADINO 

62 19 5 11 2.2 

63 18 5 COULD NOT SPEAK LADINO 

64 16 8 32 4 

65 17 5 COULD NOT SPEAK UJ)INO 

66 16 7 COULD NOT SPEAK IADINO 

67 11 6 COULD NOT SPEAK L.41HNO 

68 20 7 17 2.42 

69 19 5 25 5 

70 19 6 12 2 

71 17 5 5 1 

72 16 5 COULD NOT SPSAK IADINO 

73 17 5 COULD NOT SPEAK LADINO 

74 19 5 COULD NOT SPEAK IADINO 

75 19 7 12 1.7 

76 18 7 14 2 

77 20 7.5 32 4.2 

78 10 5 COULD NOT SPEAK IADINO 

79 19 7 25 3.57 

80 17 7 25 3.57 

81 15 5 COULD NOT SPEAK LADINO 

82 16 6.5 61 9.38 

""- ... -. ---
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Generation Average Percentageof Percentag. 
Non-Lad ina ."ords/Min Sp. who spoke Time lost 

L"dino in Fauses 

I 3.79 1~0 a 
II 5.0 100 a 
III 2.9 90 50 

IV 3.5 54 70 

TABLE VII. AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF NON-LADINO worms ACROSS 

GE.~ERATIONS 

For Generation III the amount of pauses reduces the time 

used for speech by half, and for Ger.eration IV by t .... o-thirdeo. 

That is why, taking this fact into consideration the table for 

Average Non-1adino words should be given as follows: 

Generation Average (taking % time Average (taking %paus 

lost in pauses.) %speakers.) 

I 3.79 3.79 

II 5.0 5.0 

III 5.8 6.44 

IV 11.67 21.6 

TABLE VIII. AVEF~GE FREQUENCY OF NON-LADINO wORDS T~~iNG 

FAUSES AND NU:GER OF SFEAK'"':.RS Il'i"rO ACCCUNT 
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A Test of K-Treatment ~eans was carried out on the Average 

Number of Non-Ladino Words per Minute (taking into account time 

lost in pauses and also the number of speakers who did speak 

Ladino) in each generation. The results of the Anova show that 

the mean number of Non-Ladino words spoken per minute varies 

significantly across the four generations in the present study 

( F= 25.43, d.f.= 3,66, pi-O.Ol). 

Tables VI, VII, and VIII show that while Generations I and 

II could speak quite comfortably for a length of time, starting 

with Generation III the degree of fluency decreases considerably. 

First of all, the percentage of subjects .... ho could speak dropped 

from the 100% in the first two generations to 90% in Generation 

III and further to 54% in Generation IV. (See Table VII.) Among 

the subjects .... ho could speak in the last two ger,erations IL6.ny 

pauses were noted while the subjects spoke. (See Table VII.) 

People were observed to have difficulty in finding their words. 

They tried to say what they wanted in very short and concise 

sentences without expanding on any of the subjects or going into 

any kind of detail about anything. 

The roost conepicuous decrease in flc;ency was observed in 

Generation IV speakers. They uttered very short sentences des

cribing action only. No complex senten:::es were made. There Were 

no descriptions and no abstract concepts. Sometimes only verbs 

were thrown out accompanied by lots of gesticulations to make 

the intervie .... er understand what they meant. 

wrien a la~lage is first acquired nouns and verbs are the 

first parts of speech to be learned accompanied by adjectives. 
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Flowery descriptions or abstract concepts can be put into words 

only when a language is thoroughly learned at the native level. 

In the same way, the first part.s of speech of a lang'.la.ge to be 

forgotten or lost by following generations are those elabora

tions. When these are lost as a consequence of non-usage, as 

in the case of Ladino, then that language is no more a lar~~age 

but a 'Pidgin' or 'Creole' which are forms of lang~ages us~d 

for functional purpcses only. Ladino, in the hands of Genera

tion IV speakers is not a 'Language' any more. There is no 

fluency left, and words prove to be too difficult to be produ

ced, there is a lot of gesticulation and the end product is a 

series of very short, action sentences. 

Question X, liKe lingua avlavae (avlae) en vuestra kaza kon 

vuestros paryentes?" (Which lang,:age did (do) you speak at hcrr,e 

wi th your parents?) constitutes one of the most important q"~es

tions of the study since responses to this C!.uestion should ref

lect the ti::ne of language switch from ladino to Turkish in the 

community. ,The switch in the home language should be predictive 

of the amount, and frequency of Ladino spoken by speakers. The 

findings are sllm.rnarized in Table IX. 

In the light of these findings, it can be said that Genera

tion I speakers are monolingual ladino speakers with oertain 

families having French as the dominant language'at home. That 

is why Generation I epeakers speak fluent Ladino. The amount 

of Turkish spoken in the homes of Generation I speakers is very , 

little. Most of them admitted that it is only since they have 

grandchildren that they have been obliged to introdu~e T~rkish 
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G~n.I G~n .II Gen.IlI Gen.IV 

No. % No. % No. % ~o. % 

FRENCH 4 20 9 45 

LADINO 13 65 4 20 2 10 

TUBJUSH 4 20 18 82 

LADINO+FRENCH 1 5 4 20 11 55 3 13 .5 

FRENCH+TUR.KI SH 2 10 

FRENCH+LADINO 1 ~ 3 15 

TlJRKISH+LADINO+F"RENCH 1 5 1 5 1 4.5 

Total 20 100 20 100 20 100 22 100 

TABLE IX. DISTRIBU'I'ION OF THE SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO THE 

I,~~GUAGE SP01'1:N AT HOViE 

into their homes. 

For Generation II speakers French seems to be the language 

that dominated their homee. In addition 35% of the speakers 

were bilin~~al at home. Turkish however, slowly started to rise 

in freq1;ency with the cO!1ling of cO:Ilpulsory education in Turki!!h. 

Ale 0 in accordance with the special clause in the Lausanne Pact 

in 1923 which defined the Jewe as Turkish citizens and not as a 

minority, there was greater motivation for assimilating them

selves in every way to the larger community. French, then the 

most prestigioue 1 anguage in both communi tiee, retained its 

dominant position in the homes of the Jewish com~unity. With 

lIIonoling'.:.al parents in ladino hO'o'ever, it is more than probable 
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that Ger:eration II speakers were bilingual. The degree of flc;en

cy and the production of free speech is quite the saffie in the 

first two generations. (See Table VI.) 

The prestigious era of French appears to have faded away 

by Generation III where we observe a slow rise in the use of 

Turkish with a dramatic upward shoot in Generation IV, where 

it becomes the dominant language. The emall proportion of use 

of other languages ie in homee where there are very old grand

parents. As can be seen from Table IX, there 1.15 a significant 

difference between the lan~~ages spoken at home across the four 

different generations CXL = 90.4708, d.f. = 9, pl...0.001) 

It was al!!surned that the lar,.guage of education would have 

the greatest effect on the speech of Jewish speakers. Q-,lestion 

IV investigated this assumption: 'En ke eekola(s) est\.<dio?' (In 

which school(s) did you study?). The answers are eUffiGarized in 

Table X. The table ehc .... s that the predominant language of edu

cation throughout the first three generat1.ons was French. The 

epeakers of Generation I studied in French ~tarting .... ith primary 

school. These speakers consider French as one of their primary 

1 anguages. The onee .... ho did not study French in primary school 

did not consider it as a primary language, although they claimed 

to speak it perfectly well. The speakers of Generation II had 

SOille Turkish in school but their education was predominantly 

in French. There were also some speakers who considered French 

their maternal language even though they, had not studied in 

French. These speakers spoke French only, in their families. 

Speakers from Ger,erations III and IV did not consider French 
. ---
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GeR. I Gen. II Gen. III Gen. IV 

French 75 70 50 27.3 
Turki!lh 0 20 40 63.6 
Ladino 5 

Italian 5 

Englieh 5 4.55 

German 5' 5 4.55 

French ... Engl1eh 5 

French+Greek 5 

Illiterate 5 5 

Total- 100 100 100 100 

TABLE X. LA.1<lGUAGE OP EDUCATION OFLADINO SPEAKERS (in percerlta, 

as their materNll language. All of them considered Turkish only 

as their primary language betlsuse they had had their education 

in Turkish. 

The percentages in Table X ehoW' the deere"se of French domi

nance and the inorease in the dominance of Turkish for I,ad ino 

epeakers. Again we see a significant difference aoro~s the four 

different generations with r~gards tO,the language they speak 
L 

at home (X= 268.8484, d.f. = 9, pL-O.OOl). The table also 

reflects a decrease in bilingualism and an increase in monolin-

gualiem across the generations. 

It was obeerved that whenever a subject had studied in 

French, elhe borro .... eg m0!,e from French than from any other lan-
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guage when epeaking Ladino. (See Appendix I). 

Another factor which influenced the borrcwings from French 

has been the continual decrease of i.nterest in Ladino literature 

and writings. Question XIV 'Puede me1dar i eskrivir en Ladino?' 

(C~ you read and write in Ladino?) WBe cor.etructed to see if 

the knowledge of Ladino has been on an intellectual ba!'!ie. It 

appears that only Generations I and II are aware that there exists 

a Lad ino alphabet in Hebrew letters. (See Append ix 1 V) • Nearly 

all of them asked the researcher if the question meant that they 

could read and write with 'Rashi' (Ladino a1 phabet in Hebrew 

Jetters) letters. All the spe.akers il\ Generation I who had gone 

to school had learnt Rashi but none of the subjects in the other 

generations had done so. While speakers in the second generation 

cl aimed they could both read and write in I,adino (if it was in 

the Latill alphabet) speakers of tt.e younger generations eaid tr.ey 

could only read but not write. About haJf of the speakers in 

the fourth generation said they could neither read nor write in 

Ladino. 

These answers give us anott.er aspect of the inf1"ence of 

French in the fading away of Ladino. With the ea!!lier latin alpha

bet, French took its place as the language of lecture among 

Ladino speakers. People read and wrote much more in French 

than they did in Ladino. The alphabet in La~ino was forgotten 

and its place was taken over first by French and then by Turkish. 

Question XII, 'Ke li~~a avla mas mun90 i mae mijor? P~ede 

darme el orden i el pursantaj en un aia?' (Which lar~~age do 

you speak best and most? Could you give me the order and the 
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percentage!'! in one day?) proved to be IDO!!t inforr.:ative. :ieepon

ee!'! to this question showed the differences acrcs!! ge~eration!. 

(See TaHe XI.) 

French T1.l.rkleh Ladino Fr+Tk Lad+Fr+Tk Iad+F 

Men 20 
Gen I 

40 10 30 

""omen 20 10 50 

Men 40 
Gen II 

10 40 10 

Women 30 10 40 200 

Gen III 100 

Gen IV 100 

TABLE XI. PERCENTAGES OF LANGt:AGE SPOlCSN BE3T A..'iD l~CST 

As can be seen from Table XI there is a sex difference in 

Generatio!;s I and II in relation to the lang'.lsge best spo":e.n. 

This is an interesting and yet expected finding which confirms 

the ass'.l.lnption that it is the men who had continuous contact 

with Turkish because of their business transactions, whereas 

the women had very little obligatory contact with Turkish except 

for those whose grandchildren forced them to talk in Turkish. 

It is these women who are more conservative with the lang-Jage 

(Ladino) while the msn bring in most of the interferences. 

Table XI shows us that 50% of the Generation II speakers 

are bi- or trilingual (40% 'French+Turkish for both men and 

20 



women, 10% 

Ladino' ) • 
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for the men and 20% for the wo:nen I French+'Turkish+ 

The fact that men use more Tu.rkish than women for 

whom the language has not become functional can again be observed 

here. And yet we notice that 40% of the women as well as the 

men are bilingual j,n French and Turkish, and not in French and 

Ladino as would be expected. While 40% of the men consider as 

the language they speak best and most Turkish only, 30% of the 

women consider French only. It seems we can safely aSSUllle that 

in Generation II, men are either monolingual Turkish speakers 

or bilingual in French and Turkish; and the women are either 

monolingual in French or bilingual in French and Turkish. The 

10% of the women who speak only Turkish are those who have not 

studied in the Jewish schools where the courses were all in 

French and Turkish. 

When primary education in Turkish became compulsory and 

when the Jewish corr~unity consciously started a process of assi

milation as Turkish citizens, knowing the lang~age of the country 

well became very important. Families stopped speaking any other 

language besides Turkish as much as they could so as to teach 

their children good Turkish. The effects of this char~e can be 

observed in the responses of Generations III and IV which are 

all in favour of Turkish (100%). When the interviewer also 

a8~ed them why this was so, they said that first of all they were 

living in this country and so they had to know the lang~age 

well and secondly they had studied Turkish from the beginning 

so it wa,s nOr!llal that they spoke it better 'l.nd thirdly, it was 

their mother tongue so they spoke it the whole roay long. It 
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was seen from Table XI that there was a 9ignifi,~ant differenoe 

across the generations with regards to the language they spoke 

best and most. ('Xl,= 64.1036, d.f. = 9, pi-O.OOl ) 

The second part of Question XII comprises the proportion 

of each language spoken in one day. These frequencies "ere 

obtained by a direct question: 'w~at percentagEs of the day 

do you speak these lan~lages7'. (See Table XII.) 

Turkish French ladino Er,glish 

Men 61 19.5 19.5 
Gen I 

Wor:en 36 9 55 

Yen 82.9 5 12.1 
Gen II 

Worcen 52.4 26.6 21 

Men 97.5 2.2 0.3 
Gen III 

Wo:nen 77 .5 2.3 20.2 

Gen IV 81.2 9.65 9.15 

TABLE XII. AVERAGE PERCENTAGES OF '['HE 1A!'iC,iJAGES S?CEN 

IN ONB DAY. 

There are certain pOints that should be consi"ered before 

interpreting these results. The percentages are the s pea'.<ers' 

subjective estimates of the frequency of speech in one day and 

not data based on objective recordi~,gs which were practi:;ally 

impossible to obtain for a whole daY. The second important point 

is that these are estimates of frequency of speech for a day--
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of the year 1982 when Turkish has become the dO;T:inant and only 

la~jage of the young generations. All these people speak much 

more Turkish than they did in olden ti;!les. That is why we see 

that even the oldest generations speaks a lot of Turkish tojay. 

Most of the grandmothers were complaining that they had to revert 

to speaking Turkish when their grandchildren were present because 

they could not effectively communicate with each other. 

Taking these points into consideration, we see that the sex 

difference that was previously observed is present in this case 

too, thus strengthening what was argued before. The difference 

goes on even in Generation III but disappears in Generation IV. 

Generation III wom,m are all housewives, staying at ho:ne the 

whole day long and mostly interacting with older people who 

speak Ladino. As such their average I,adino percentage is higher 

than the men who are at work the whole day (20.2% as opposed to 

2.2%). This differeJlce disappears in Generation IV. One would 

expect however, that the percentage of speaki-r"lg Turkish would 

be higher than 81.2% for this generation. Among these young 

speakers there were five students who are in schools where the 

language of educatioR is not Turkish and who are therefore ob-

liged to speak a fore:i,gn language during the day in school. 

Another five had very old grandparents in their homes with whom 

they said they spoke Ladino because the grandparents had diffi

culty in understanding Turkish. 

It was previously observed that 50% of Generation II speakers 
, 

are blli!lgl.lal '"ith French being the dominant laI'.g'lage for the 

women. (See Table XI). Today however. even though the worr:en 
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speak more French than tr.e men (26.6% as opposed to 5%), Turkish 

is the language they speak most in one day (82.9% for wen, .and 

52.4% for wowen). 

A progressive decrease in the frequency of use of Ladino 

is also seen across the generations: 

Generation Percentage for Usi!:g Ladino 

I 37 

II 17 

III 11.1 

IV 9.15 

TABLE XJlI. FREQUENCY OF US!NG LADINO ACROSS THE n"E?ATICN: 

PER DAY. 

The third part of Question XII asked the subje,)ts to rank 

the languages they spoke in terrr,s of fl1.:ency frem the most to 

the least fluent. The answers are summarized in Table XIV. 

A new pheno~enon that can be observed in Table XIV is the 

progressive increase of the kncwledfe of English, the modern, 

prestigious language. (See Table XV). The decrease observed 

in Generation IV speakers can be accounted for by the speakers' 

age which is too young to haVe }earned a forl'ign language. 

Another interesting point to be noticed is that, of the 

82 subjects interviewed only nine (approximately 11%) knew Hebre ... ~ 

the religious language of a COILllfll:lity which is distingLlisr.ed 
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from other communities by its religion only. All the nine spea

kers who claimed to know Hebrew said they knew it very little. 

We can conclude that Hebrew has no functional importance for these 

speakers even though they used many religious terms in Hebrew 

when telling the interviewer about a Bar-Mitzvah they had seen; 

Generation Percentage of people who speak 3nglish 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

20 

45 

60 

50 

Table XVI presents the average number of languages spoken 

by each generation and shows us that the Sephardic Community 

in Turkey is a niul tilingual community. 

Generatio'A 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

TABLE XVI. 

, Average Number of' Languages Spoken 

4 

3.6 

3.65 

2.3 

THE AVERAGE Nl.JY]lER:\A.liVUAGES SPCKEN BY EACH 

GE1I'EHATION. 
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Best Spoken 2nd Best 3rd Best 4th Best 

Gen I !l.en Worren J~en . Women Men Wor::en ~1~n Wcn:,en 

Turkish 40 10 20 60 20 10 

ladinG 10 60 80 10 20 10 

French 20 20 20 40 20 10 

Fr+Tk 30 

Lad+Fr+Tk 10 

Greek 30 20 30 

Ital ian 10 10 

English 10 10 20 

Hebrew 5th· 

German 7th 

Gen II 

Turkish 40 30 10 20 10 

Ladino 10 80 20 40 

French 30 10 20 10 

Fr+Tk 40 30 

Tk+lad 10 

Fr+Lad+Tk 10 

English 40 30 10 10 

Greek 10 10 10 10 

It a11 an 10 

German 20 10 

Hebre .... 10 
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Best Spoken 2nd Best 3rd Best 4th Best 
Gell III 

T'~rkish 100 5 
FRENCH 50 20 5 
Ladino 40 45 15 
English 5 15 35 
German 5 5 
Hebrew 10 5 
Italian 5 

Gen IV 

Turkish 100 

LadiJlo 36 14 14 

French 27 4.5 

Engl ish· 14 23 9 

GeI'll1an 4.5 

Hebrew 4.5 4.5 

TABLE XIV. PERCENTAGES OF THE ORDER OF THE LANGUAGES 

SPOKEN BY THE SUBJECT S. 4! 

~ For a detailed account of every subject's answer See Appendix VII. 
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A control question for all that has been written so far 

about Hypothesis I was Question XV: 'En ke lingua avla mas tran

kilo? De ke?' (In which language do you speak more comfortably? 

Why?) • 

Again here, the differences across the ge.erations are 

clearly seen even though nearly all the speakers e.aid they spoke 

Turkish more and more these days. (See Table XVII). In every 

house that the researcher has been to, there was a televisioll. 

The introduction of the radio and televisioB into every h04se 

has influenced the speakers' Turkish a lot. They bear it more 

and they learn it better. They are also helped in this -.. ay, 

in their integration into the larger society. With more and 

more occasions to use Turkish ncwadays even the oldest generation 

speaks quite a lot of it. 

Generations III and IV said they spoke Turkish most coffifor

tably because it was their mother-tongue. The speakers in the 

8. Certain speakers used certain exclarr.ations meaning "Oh, God! n 

in Hebrew, but this is one of the ways in which people give them

selves away as "basse classe'l. It is considered very "bad ton" to 

use exclamations like "Hay Adonay!", "Hay Agem! n or "Baruh Al;lem" 

which is an expression like "Thank God!" in Hebrew. One should 

utter these expresAions in Turkish or in French. This is a good 

example 'of people I s different attitudes to certain usages of lan-

guages. Hebrew is a religious language and therefore, sacred. It 

does not <5-0 for people to use it here and there, thus spoiling its 

sanctity. The ones who do so are not well-favoured by others. 
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older generations who said they spoke Turkish more comfortably 

claimed that this was so because they spcke it more than any 

other lar~uage and that they were used to it. The ones who said 

'French', said that they had studied in French and had practised 

it often enough for them to feel most comfortable with it. The 

ones who said 'Ladino', said that it was the language they had 

spoken ever since they were born. 

Gen I Gen II Gen III Gen IV 

Men Women Ken Women 

Turkish 20 10 50 10 100 100 

French 40 20 30 60 

Ladino 10 50 

Tk+lad 20 10 10 10 

Tk+Fr 10 10 

Tk+Lad+Fr 10 

Tk+Fr+Eng 10 

Fr+Lad+Grk 10 

TABLE XVII. PERCENTAGES CF THE SF3.l.KEhS AND THB:t? !>lOST 

COMFORTABJ,E lANGUAGE. 

Contexts...£:L use of I,adino: 

Question XIII was constructed in order to find out about 

the contexts in which Ladino was used by the speakers. 'En ke 

okazyor.es ikon kome de [::ersenas avIa el Ladine?' (On which 
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occasions an~ with what kin~ Gf persons do you spea~ Ladino?). 

There were varying an~wers according to the specific characte-

ristics of the speakers: 

The men who said their roother-ton~Je was French, said they 

s..-poke French with anyone who knew the language and lad ino with 

old peopl e (older than themselves) < .. ho did not know French. 

The men, in <general, said they spcke Lad ino at home with 

their wives and with their friends. They said they spoke Tur

kish at their work and with their grandchildren. 

Theworoen said they spoke Ladino all day long with every

one. They said they reverted to Turkish with their grandchil-

reno 

Ge!l.tratt21Lll: 

The women said they spoke Lanino with their parents, French 

with their friends (or French and Ladino), and Turkish with 

their children. 

The men said they spoke Ladino with old people. So~e who 

spoke French, said they spoke Ladino with "ignorants" who did 

not speak any other lar.gclage well. 

Ger;eration III: 
-----~--

They said they spoke Ladino with their old parents an<d 

when they wanted to speak about secrets they dB not want their 

ohildren to unaerstand. Otherwise they said they spoke Turkish. 

Generation IV: -""---,,.,--
Most of them said they did not speak Ladino. SOrLe of them 

said they spoke with their very old grandrr:others or grandfathers 
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who did not know or could not very well understand Turkish. 

What was interesting in quite a few of the answers was that 

they said they spoke Ladino for fun. They said they imitated 

the manners and accents of their grandmothers and spoke Ladino 

to each other so as to enjoy themselves. They also said they 

mostly used the expressions and idioms that their mothers and 

grandmothers frequently used. 

M9.JU!1: 
It is a kncwn fact that the human infant can emit every 

possible kind of sound until he learns to speak. When he starts 

to acquire a lan~~age however, the sounds that are particular 

to that lar~lage, i.e. its phonetic units, dominate all other 

sounds which are subsequently lost to him from that time on. 

If the child is monolir~.1al, then he will speak all the other 

languages he later learns with th,~ influence of the pho!1et1c 

units of his native la!lt;-uage. Sometimes, there are persons 

who resch Tisar perfection in the accent of a 1 anguage they ac

quire later but even then, if they are not absolutely controlled, 

the sounds will tend to be produced with the phonetic units 

of their native lan~.1age now and then. 

w~en a person is bilir~.1al or consciously puts himself 

to learn another la~.1age at a very early age then he can emit 

the sounds of both lar~ages perfectly. In the present study, 

this is the case with the speakers of Generations I and II. 

They can emit the sounds of French and Ladino perfectly even 

though tteir Turkish sounds are ~~! perfect. With the switch 

that occurs at Generation III hcwcver, it was observed that the 
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Tl>rkish phonetic system was dominant so that any sou.'1~s parti

cular to Ladino were pronounced with a near alternative in Tur

kish: 

All the words with /i/ sOUTlds in Ladino were prono1.;.nced 

with the /d/ sound in Turkish. In the SaILe way, the /g~/ sound 

particular to Ladino was pronounced as /g/ like in Turkish. 

Thus we have /readre/ instead of /matre/, and /gat./ instead of 

/g~ato/. 

The fact that the differences in accents were observed 

starting with Generation III when the s",itch to Turkish occurred, 

supports our hypothesis which says that there will be differences 

across the generations as regards Accent and we see that there 

is an increasing Turki.sh accent in the speech of the YO\lr.ger 

generations. While the older two generations spoke Turkish "'ith 

a foreign accent, the last two generations produce Ladino .... ith 

a Turkish accent and in the Turkish phoneti.c system. Learning 

Ladino comes at a stage in their lives, when it is already too 

difficult to emit its particular Bounds. 

Another example in the differences of Accent was ocserved 

when the subjects were asked a question about their place of 

birth or where they lived. All of them gave "rstanb"ell" as the 

answer of one of these t .... o questions. However, while all the 

subjects of Generations I and II said "Estambol " , there _as 

an abrupt switch in Generation III from wr,ere on all the subjects 

said "Istanbul". Small as this example appears to be, it con

firms our view that the influence of the Turkish phoT,etic system 

on Ladino strongly increases in Generation III. 
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The decline in syntax. was mostly observed in Generation IV 

speakers. It was more or less retained intact by the speakers 

of the other generations with a few individual differences. The 

changes in syntax can be listed as follows: 

1. The most conspicuous was the inabi1ity of the speakers 

to use the correct article ('el' or 'la') for the nouns. These 

mistakes were made only. by the your~est generation. 

2. They could not use object pronouns. e.g., 
,,~c 
~~o 'Los Kom~u9 estan vyendo ~9~.' 

(The neighbours are seeir~ to they) instead of the 

correct Ladino formulation: 

'Los vizinoz ~ estan mirando' 

(The neighbours them are looking at.) 

There are two poj.nts of importance to be noted here: 

1. The subtle difference between the verbs 'to see' and 

'to look at' is not realized and the two verbs becolL.e undiffe

rentiated, and the choice of either of them while speaking La

dino appears to be random. The subjects choose either 'mi.rar' 

(look at) or 'Y!L' (see) on the spur of the moment, depending 

on which one they relLelLber first. 

ii. The secondPQint concerns the object pronouns in Turkish 

and Ladino. In Ledino the object pronouns are used befere the 

verb, after the subject. This rule however, is applied only 

for object pronouns. The other objects ere used after the verb 

as in otter SVO languages. When first aCIluiring a lang-J.age the 

children always use the regular fo:nr.s of tte rules of grF"mar 
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for everything. The irregularities are TJot taken into account. 

The saIne kind of thing happens when acquiring a foreign language. 

The irreguJ ar forms are very d iff:i cul t to 1e 1 earr.ed. Thus U.e 

fourth generation subjects for .... hom Ladino is a foreign language 

could not acquire the correct usage of object pronouns even U;e,ugh 

this usage brought that particular sentenoe forrr.ation closer to 

the Turkish syntax (SOV type of sentence'. Instead U.ey used 

the normal SVO formation. 

,. The third type of mistake that was seen to OCCllr in 

Ger;eration IV speakers is their leaving out the prepositions 

in theirsentenoes. e.g., 

Ex3Q 'El_.1jo esta pen~ando ~n ij~' 

(The boy is thinkir:g a (mascul in article) girl), instead 

of using the preposition that goes .... ith the verb 'to thir,k .!f,': 

'El_ijo es1£, pe~~ un~~' 

The influence of Turkish is strongly felt here. There are 

no prepositions in Turkish which is a pestposi tional lar.gua,;:e. 

Some of them appear as suffixes with the words they are supposed 

to give the meaning. That is why a speaker seemingly translating 

from Turkish into Ladino would find it difficult to put in any 

prepositions: 

'!..Lti~~!t....£tl':.!l..and.o un i.1 a' is corre ct 

(Erkek 90cuk dUl;lUnUyor bir klzl.) 

as far as the Turkish translation is concerned. 

These syntactical mistakes were observed in all the Gene

ration IV subjects who did speak Ladine (54% of the number inter-. 

viewed. ) • 
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We can see that tr.e results that were presented up to this 

point strongly support Hypothesis I. The following is a su:umary 

of these results: 

i. With decreasing age there are more borrowir~s from Tur

kish and French, and tr.ese are the two n;ain sources of Non-Ladino 

words. 

i1. Generation I speakers are monolingual Ladine speakers 

with certain families having French (the prestigious ]an~~age) 

as the dominant lar~age at hOffie. 

They speak fluent Ladino and berrow less than the other 

generations from the other languages. 

There is a sex difference in Generation I, concernir~ 

the use of Turkish. ~en speak,more and better Turkish than 

WODen. 

Generation I speakers speak more Turkish in present days 

than they ever did before when they were livir~ with their pa

rents. Even so, the amount of Turkish they speak (especially 

worr.en) is less than that spoken by the y.,.;,nger ger,erations. 

ii1. French seeIDs te be the language treat dominated the homes 

of Generation II speakers. 

The ffien of GeTleration II, are either monolir..gc1al Tur

kish speakers er bilingu,al with French and Turkish ; and the 

WODen are either JIoonolingual with French or bilir.g'clal with French 

and Turkish. 

Toda,y, even though Ger.eration II wo::;;en speak more French 

than men, Turkish is the language they speak most in one day. 
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iv. The shift from Ladino and French to Turkish .ccurred 

in Generation Ill. 

65% of Generation III speakers speak twolang-Jages in 

their homes but 100% BDeak Turkish best.and most, and it is the 

lar~age they are most comfortable with. 

The prestigious era of Prer,ch is Been to fade s.Way in 

Generation III. 

The difference between Men and Women is seen in Gene

ration III too, as far as the percentages of the lar~ages 

spoken in one day is concerned. 

v. Turkish takes absolute reign both in the homes and in 

every environment of Generation IV speakers. It is the language 

they speak best and most and the one they are most comfortable 

with. They do not speak Ladino if they can help it. 

vi. The contexts for using ladir,o get r.arrcwer (i.e. speaking 

with very old people) with decreasing age. 

vii. The language of education seems to be the one from which 

most of the borrowir~s are taken while speaking Ladino. 

viii. While the older ·two generations speak Turkish with a 

foreign accent the you..1'lger t'.o generations speak Lad ino with 

a Turkish accent. 

ix. A decline in syntax has been observed with decreasing 

age especially in Generation IV speakers. 
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Hypothesis II stated: "The influence of Turkish in the form 

of lexical borrowings will mostly be seen in: 

A. Idioms and expressions 

B. Lexical oategories suoh as verbs, no"u.ns, adjectives, etc ••• 

in particular food names, household i t~!TIS, b"lSiness terminology 

and the like, that is, in vooabulary pertaining to everyday 

situations where there is inevitable conatct with Turkish." 

Out of the 1250 idioms and expressions t.hat were collected 

275 (22%) showed various kinds of i.nfluence of Turkish. These 

idioms and expressions were: 

a. either directly translated from Turkish: 

£",.40 'Ya §~D!.ane.§.Lo en ijs101.Q.g' (UskUdar'da sabah oldu), or 

b. they had Turkish words in them: 

Ex.4j. '!&ll~~.§!..t pal! __ ba:i.?'-.1' <CallfJ .;:allfJ bayat elcuek :roe) vr 

c. they were both translated from Turkish and had T~rkish 

words in tr.em: 

.£x.,f2. '.I.J.ie~.~os ~ rr:arafetes' ( On parmak on ::r:arifet ). (See 

Appendix V). 

55 of the words used for food names have been found to be 

in Turkish. (See Appendix VI.) These are the food names that 

have compl!!tely lost their Laoino equivalents. The researcher 

has not included in her list the n3..TeS t\;at ta-,e their la.:Jino 

equivalents and are used irltercl:ange"~bly. It should also be 

held in mind that the women never went out to do t~e shopping 

and that it was the men's business to Aupply food to the house. 

The :pl8stion about the OC'Jupation of the subjects has shown 
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that the busir;esil terminology 'las been the most vulnerable to 

change. (See Appendix III). 

Words borrowed from Turkish into Ladino can be divided into 

six groups: 

i. Nouns 

ii. Verbs 

iii. Adjectives 

iv. Adverbs 

v. Pcstposj.tions 

vi. Excl~j ons 

vii. Other 

The higbesi; proportion of borrowings appears in the category 

of Nouns fOllowed by Adjectives, Postpositions and Verbs. These 

are words with high freq'lency in Tur:,ish and also words tl~at 

are special to Turkish like "oklava, falan, imi'alJah, yani, neyse, 

etc..... There are many words which are not especiaJly frequent 

in Turkish and which bave Ladino counterparts which are '.lsed 

interchangeably. Most of the words in the Verb category are 

these kinds of words. The usage of these shews how str0r~ the 

influence of Turkish has become. This is especially true for 

the spea:.;ers of Generations III and IV who tari:e up Turkish words 

at rand O!ll while s peaking Lad ino. Whenever they forget a Lad ino 

word they im~ediately pick up the Turkish word that has the sace 

rr,eaning. They apply the sane treat:oent to French words if they 

know that. language. 

As can be seen from these exa:rples Hypothesis II has been 

supported. 
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Hypothesis III stated: " Any item borrowed from Turkish 

will be adapted to the phonological and syntactic systems of 

Ladino by the speakers." 

"''hen foreign lexical items are taken into a 1 angus.ge they 

are adapted to the s;:{ntactic pattern of tr.at la'1guage itself. 

(Weinreich, 1953). The adaptation may also be the other way 

round, that is irdigenous lexical items ITay be used · .. ith the 

foreign syntactic patterns or these two types of adaptation 

ma.y be interchanged. An advanced degree of bilin';;-claJism is re

q'lired for the second to happen though, ·wihHe there is no suoh 

requirement for the first type. 

When Slobin (1975) talks about the influence of one lan

guage on the other in bilingual people he says that these people 

use the structure of one language with the vocab'.ll&ry and expres

sions of both lang'.1ages intermingled with each other, and he 

gives ltany exaI'lples of this kind of combination. \I'hat is 1.nt8ree

ting in these examples ia that the people in question ta1{e the 

rules and structure of the language which is more familiar and 

therefore "easier" in ter:r.s of syntax, and try to use that syn-

tax in both lsngclages. This is !'"lore or les8 wr.at tapr'er;ed in 

Ladino, too. For speakers of Ladino, an Ina o-Euroj:ean 1 arZJ.age , 

Turkish has a completely different struchlre, and if the s;:>eakers 

are not bilingual to an advan:ed 'legree, learr;ir.g r'.lrkieh syntax 

will be /iuite difficult. I,aelino speakers, until the 1920's were 

almost monolingual in Ladino, and w~.at is Illere, there ..... as a streng 

tendency to speak Ls.di.no a.'!long the Sepharaai Jews, so w::at fJe.':'rened 

with the borrowed lexical items vas to integrate them i:do ,tb.EL ... _ 
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Ladino syntactical patterns: 

Ex. 43. 'No me kari!/e,yo en sU~Jl~" -- :i:~lerine karl~Itam. 

(I don't poke my nose into what he's doing.) The 

verb "kan9Itak" (Tk.) is used here in Ladino Simple 

Present tense and it is conjugated as if it was a 

Ladino verb: '~i~eyar' whioh is '~~~~~' in the 

original lan~~age. There are Itany examples of this 

kind where the verbs are used in all the different 

tenses in the same way as Ladino verbs are used: 

Ex. 44. 'In. buri se_likadey6' -- Boru bkandl. (The tub! 

got blocked). 
, 

·titll~eyo' -- past tense of verb ·iE~.9~.~' which 

is the equivalent of the Turkish verb 'tlkaIDak'. 

Ex. 45. 'El.E§.zar .... ~§t8.va-X~n!'_...:e§,E.~atl<&~.Iar.' -- Paz::;.r 

yeri patlayacak kadar doluydu. (The Bazaar was full 

to cracking). 

'ruJa£'!t'Lg' -;.. patlamak: (Infinitive forcn). 

Ex. 46. ';;1 buzluk d~.l f:x:i...jider se bozd~~.' -- Buzdolabl

nln buzlugu bozuldu. (The freezer of the refrige

rator is not working.) 

Ex. 47. 

':2.C2.zoeyarse' -- bozulrr.ak 

'K'JanOO vino a!';y"entro I_as yara.!L!D~_~~€l.Y_~~llto 
--=--~- ......... ----- -

m'.i.~lf;nt:!.' -- Yara i<;inde gelincce 9arpl) d1m, oyle 

korkt-u.m ki. (When he came in all wounded I got a 

terrible shock.) 

We can see from these examples that the Turkish verbs are 

used according to the grammatical structure and rules of I-adino. 
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In examples 43. 46, 47 we see that for the verbs which are used 

in the Pasf<ive form in Turkish "bozullLak, <;arpllTak, tlkanlLak", 

!,adino uses a refl~xive form which acco'.lnts for tr,e sarr.e functicn 

of passives in Ladino. Thus, 

'!2.£.zd~y"~' is "bozmak", and 

'b<2~~,~arsJ!' 1s "bozulmak". 

Another syntactic rule of Ladino that is used 1o/ith borrowed 

Turkish lexical items, is the one involvir~ the use of the definite 

article. Unlike French and German w'1ere the use of the definite 

artioles (masculine, feminine or neutral) does not depend on 

any kind of rules, in Ladino (and Castl1iano, for that r::atter) 

there exists a very simple rule for the choice of the definite 

article for every noun. This is a phonologiCB/1 rule which says 

that the nouns which end in an tal sound will take the fe~i~ine 

article 'la', and the nouns which end in an /0/ sound or 'with a 

consor:ant, take the l!;ascu] ine article '.e~'. The rule bei ng tr:at 

simple it if! with no hesitation that it W'iS used on 'iurkish nouns: 

Ex. 4fl. 'll:Lbakktl' -- bakkaJ. (grocer) 

Ex. 49. '~A.~a' -- Ada (is19.nd) 

Ex. 50. ' ];:1_.J?~r i ' -- boru (tube) 

Ex. 51. ' 1. ~_.f a §..':ll y a ' -- fasulye (the be"1ns) 

Ex" 52. ' ELlia T,ak ' -- kapak (the cover) 

Ex. 53. 'Ia sc~ba t -- soba (the stove) 

The plural articles 'las, lO.§.' are 1.lsed acco:rdir~ly. An 

extension of this rule of the ,defiYlite article is the Agre"rnent 

Rule for Adjectives. Thus, 
, "---

~ 54 '1 klorluva' -- klorlu su (chle-red ·"ater). LX. • ~ a!jc:,.. v:!.' a~=_=='1!"= 
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Ex. 55. ' El...E.ikal?J22'?9~~ , -- bozuk pikap (the broken 

record-player. ) 

The Phon~Mic Integration of the borrowed lexical items 

occurs in a similar way as the synta,:)tic integration. There 

are four basic types of phonemic integration that can occur 

accord~r~ to Weinreich (1953): 

I. !:2n§.§r-DjJfeL.<tn~iatiw of Pho~~: this OCC'.lrs when 

two sounds of the foreign phonetic system are confused in tne 

borrowing language because it dces not have such a differentia-

tion. Ladino does not differentiate between lor~ and short 

vowels so that any Turkish lexical items containing long vcwels 

are integrated into Ladino as short vcwels. 

Ex. 56. 'yani', 'marifet ' (Tk.) etc ... are prono\)Ilced with 

short /a/ sounds in ladino. 

II. ~_!:.=lli.fferentiation of PhQ.ll~E~: is the opposite of the 

first type where the borrowing lSLguage intr<odu:es distinctions 

that do not exist in the foreign lar~.lage. Ladino uses the 

phoT;emes /g/ and /y/ in complementary distribution for the items 

borrowed from Turkish. /y/ is ~sed when the letter g is at the 

beginning of a word. 

Ex. 57. Thus /gUzel" becorr:es /yuzel/ in Ladino. 

III. Rein!~L~ti.Q.r.L()f<J21stin£.t).2!~: occurs when the bi

ling'.lal interprets the phonemes of the foreig'll system by the 

relevant" phone::es of his own pri:cary system. Th".ls, Ladino spea

kers interpret the sound of 'g' as I;' /, a Vf,l'l.r sD1And and there

fore, /a:aQ/ 'a~aQ' (tree) in Turkish becomes /ag~a~/ as pro

nounced by Ladino speakers. As there is no /U/ sound in Ladino 
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they interpret the lui sounds of the Turkish itecs as lui and 

in this way IgUzell becomes Iyuzell in ladino. 

IV. E.t~D!!_.§u1:!~tit'.d!;_ll:.ll: actually is abo'lt identically de

fined phonemes that exist in both languages but where pronuncia

tions cl iffer. 

The phonemic interferences ''''ill not be readily perceived 

by speakers who are not bilingual. Monolingual sFakers hc"'ever, 

will notice differences in the accents of the speakers of the 

foreign lang-lage. One of the arf;UiLents on tbe s'.lbject is that 

bilingual speakers will try to produce the sounds of both lan

guages in their native form and not according to the phcr,emic 

sj'stem of either one of the lang,J,ages. Hcwever, this cay not 

be entirely the case for bil ing'uals who have one of the two 

languages as ~,rjIT',9.ry and the other as seconoary. When t~,e two 

languages do not have an e(fllal footing for the speakers t)-,en 

it would be correct to aSS\l.'Le that the phcLtmic system of'the 

primary lar,g'lage will affeot the accent of the &peaker more than 

the phonemic system of the secondary language. 

Another important factor in predicting the way the inter

fering SO\ln~s will be produced concerns the speaKer's attitude 

towards the lang'.lage from which the ite:ts were borro .. ed. If the 

language is one of prestige then it is highly probable that the 

sneakers w1l1 try to produce the sounds as tr,eir original to 

be able to claim some of the prestige for themselves and also 

to appear educated and of higher status. This can be seen in 

the attitude of Ladino s!,eakers tcwards French. 
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In the presE-nt study, the Turkish "'ords that ;;ere borrowed 

were indeed assimilated into the syntactic and phonological sys

te~ of Ladino. Hewev~r, starting with Generation III speakers, 

the Turkish words -",ere pronounced in their original forms in 

Turkish. Thus '!!ill..~§fJ]es' was pronounced as 'misafire s' -.~--', .~.---- , 
P.Q1' as '1..§.!~b.ul' etc... The reason for this important chaT~e 

across the generations, is, as has been stated above, that Tur

kish is the d0minant language for the last two generations. 

Even though this was so, even the your~est generation tried 

to fit any Turkish words they used to t~;e syntax of lad ino. 

The most simple rQles of syntax, that of the plural and that of 

the article were inSistently used by speakers of even the youn

gest generation, as if they proved to theme elves t~at by so do-

ing tbey were speaking Ladino. 

So we see that Hypothe sis III. "'as Cl.,a te supporte d for Gene

rations I and II and partially for the last two generations for 

who'll Turkish is tbe dominant lar,gJ.age. These latter us~d the 

borrewed Turkish items in their original phonological form though 

they did integrate them into Ladino syntactic fran:es. 

Some observations were also made for sutjects "'hose pri:::ary 

lang~ai':e was FYer,ch and ",ho used lLany French .. ords in t",eir 

speech. (See Appendix I.) However, their borrowings seem to be 

random. Thev utter the first word that ccmes to t~eir mind 

be it French or Lanino. If it is a French word hc~ever, it is 

fit into the },adino synt.ax, but not Ladino phonology as Turkish 

words usually are. There may be a few rer;sons for this: one of 

them can be the fact that for these people Frenoh is the lLore 
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dominant l&ng'Jca;.:;e. just like Turkish is for G.;neratior,s III and 

IV. In the same way that the latter are not takir.g up tte Iao ino 

;;honology f.:>r t",e Turkish words they use. so the French s;:,f'J'ikers 

also do not use it for the same reason of language domi!,ar.ce. 

Another reason might be the fact that French as the prestigious 

language retains a kind of untoucf,able quality tr:at urges the 

speakers to preserve it intact. Thus we ha';e: 

Ex. 58. 'Ya mos ABJ!1i,ilP.~' (We have been used to it.) Verb 

's'habituer' in French h&s been used with Ladino past tense 

conj'J.gat.ion suffix but with the correct pronunciat.ion in ?H,nch. 

Ex. ,59. 'I~90!ies. BOl\""B0rI.~' Here the Laoino plural suffixes 

are pronou.Jlced. 

These 8u1:'.je~ts could talk in sO:C.e ley;gth an" aho'it qy.i te 

co~p!ex and abstract subjects as long as they could substantiate 

French words into their speech. 

Hypothesis IV stated: "The attitudes of the speakers tc

wards Iarlino will be increasingly negative with decreasi~,g a;~e." 

The oharacteristics that have been discussed so far abcut 

T ~i ~ aspecially the sitch to Turkish that occurred after ~au r.o anu _ 

tJ.,e second generation has mar.e it an "old r,eo;:le's la r ,g'.18.ge". 

It'is seen as a l\'inguage to be spoken with granipr,:rents or people 

of grandparents' age. 

During t\e interviews wbat w,"s mostly observed ·"as t'".e ex

treme reluctance with which the subjects spoke I,a<lino. Es;:ecially 

tJ.,e younger subjects kept telling the intervie:..;er th.at tl-,ey spoke 

):adly. that t'lis was not really a :a:-16Jcage so what "as t':e use 
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of stud;ying it. '.'hen t'~ese y:J'~nge8t eu"bjec'ta .ere :;,sKed if t}-;ey 

used ladino at all in their e,eryday lives, their ans-"er .,8.S: 

"Oh, ye s. '",}-,en we want to ~aKe fun of O-.lr e ~ cers, or -,,':en we 

want to have fun ourselves, we speak it." Sc,:ne said they spoke 

Ladino with tlleir grandparents "beca·.lse they did not understand 

Turkish very well but they added that it vas extreGely difficult 

for them to do so, so they usually forced the older peop:e to 

speak Turkish with them. They also said that they did not see 

the use of studying Ladino because they did not think it was a 

"real" 1angua"e an,rway with all those Turkish, Fren:;h, Greek, etc ... 

words that had co~e to be mixed in it. They said it was not 

Spanish ann it was not Turkish but a mixture of the two. It was 

ob,,!!rved that Ger,sration IV speakers -"ere especially coc:er;-,ptuC>1JS 

of l~ad ina. 

Soc,e of the ol·~er subjects considered it very stra?";e;e to 

have a conversation in Ladino with as YO·.lng a ~·er30n as tte inter

viewer and tecsuse of this, they kept reverting to Turkish while 

aT;swering t}-,e q'Jestions so t}-,ey continuously had to te !=r~""fted 

to sIleal{ in Ladino. This shews how t>-,e oleer e;eT,erations are 

being strictly conditioned by the younger ge~erations to talk 

to them in Turkish. And yet it could be c1:seryed t1-.'l.t tr,ey were 

extremely glad to find a YO'lng person spea'dng Ladino. ';:hey 

!'laid that nc-.adays ncbody wanted to speak l,aJino and it "'flS 

obvious that they regretted this a lot. 

The middle ger,erations tho',.gh not as contempt'lO')S as the 

youngest geT,erati:.n speaKers, stHl did not consicer Ladino to 

bee:- sufficiently important lang')ae;e to teach t~,~ir children. 
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to le&rn :Snglish or French, one of the modern lan5~ages. Some 

of tr,ese r"err"bers hc\o;~ver, said that I,adi"!1o w:;.s a l;;Y.g"'Ja",e in its 

own right and that t~ey were goir~ to teach it to their children 

but these subj e cts were in minority. The ITa'; ori ty' s 8,ttit'.1de 

toward speaking, learning and studying Ladino, was r,egative 

except for Generation I speakers who were all positive towards 

Ladino. 

Hypothesis, V stated: "Ti',e functior:ality of usir.g Turkish 

in interj:;erscnal oom:nunication will incree.se with ceoreaing age." 

i)1Jring the interviewe it we.s observed Vat the s;:;e5:cers 

reverted to tr,e langue.ge they kr,e .... best as soon as t1-,e inter-

View was over. iihile 8>,eaking Ladino too, any re-ark t'c,ey .... ould 

make about the questions of the interv iew, the ir o',m an s ..... ers , 

or tt,e caricatures; Dr 8.ny kind of interjectlor.-'.:.rds J i;:e excla-

mations dnd asi~es, were uttered in tr,e langc;.e.ge t:-.ey ... ere more 

comfortable with. For so;re spea.zers this lar:g'_~age ..... as French 

and for some it was Ladino. But for all the 5~eBkers in Genera-

tions III and IV, the language they revE'rted to wl-,enever t~ey 

were havi~g a difficult tine, was Turkish. 

As the results tLat have eeen presented up to this point 

starting .... ith Generation III around the years 1935-1945. From 

th T d ' pidly ~eolined It was oeserved that even in ,en on, ~a, lno ra . u • 

the speech of the olde8t_~eneration speakers, wher:ever a cO:Lplex 

or aestract word was neejed it ... as borrowed from Fren0h. ""nen 
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a lanRclage is not studied in school , it is left to be '_13ed in 

everyday ocourrences which are active and concrete. The finesi',es 

of a lanDlage are learned through its literature "nd th:rc.ugh 

studying its grarmnar in depth. Ever since the "All:ian'~e" founded 

its schools allover the world, Ladino was not studied in schools 

a~v more. There exists a wide literature of Ladino but as no 

one learned how to read the Rashi alphabet, (See Appendix IV), 

none of it is read. That is why, at first French, and then 

Turkish can,e to dominate Ladino. These laIlt,-uages were studied 

in schools, people could oomfortably pour tt,eir thOCl8r-tts into 

words in these language,s. They c011ld not do it in Iarlino bec8\:se 

they had lost the finesse of the language. Only the concrete, 

day-tc-rlay speech, action sentences and words relT,aired. It l!'ust 

also not be forgotten that even the action words are limited 

because, as we have seen in the resultil discussed above. ladino 

has priC'arl1y been a lar,guage of the women. The !Len being at 

work ~he whole day, did not use ladino as rruch as the wo~en. 

The wOIT,en, however, 1 ived in very ccnservat ive and c10Red cc'c,mu

nities where aotion ,'as rather limited. That is why [';jany action 

words were also forgotten and borrowed from other l.;mg,jages when 

the necEsRity to use them arose after the e~_ancipation of the 

society. 

Taking all these factors into consideration it is easy to 

see that the functionality of ladino has decreased in parallel 

wi th its decrease in usage in the youngHr ger,eratioTIs. Ir,terper

sonal cOl11D\lnication today is dominated by T'jrkish in the yoJ.ngest 

generation. A function that ladino bas however, is the cC:':1'Yuni-
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cation between husband and wife who do not '.ant ':-.sir chil~ren 

to understand what they are talking about. The youngsters rtake 

fun of Ladino, in Ladino, which gives them a s~r.se of cel,:,nc:ing 

to a particular group of people wrJO have the same sense of humour. 

It appears that the functionality of ladino has deoreased 

from beil'.g the dominant communi cation lST' .. guage to being a ] ar'g'JO'ige 

used for making jokes thus sv.ggestir,g that Hypot'"",esiA V l-,ss teec' 

supported. 

The results of the study have shewn that the hypotl:eses 

were TORtly supported and there were additional findi!,gs which 

gave them depth. 



C.l:iAP'I'ER tv: 

THE THEOhETICAL DISCUSSIO!'l OF 1jl~'1GUAGE CHANGE A~u 

CONCLUSION 

Even though h11:nan beings like to divide tb?rr,selves ir,to 

nations, raoes and oulto.res, and they contirual1y try to separate 

themselves out from others by borders and barriers it is slowly 

beooming impossible for people not to cor-;e into contact with 

each other. j<:ven before the very advarJced technology sr.orter:ed 

distances (both physical and sooial), t)-,e continual wars and 

immigrations teat took place in history alwfiYs erabled d iffer",:t 

cultures to be influenced by one another. A natural con8~q~erce 

of such culture contact for a long tilLe is the reciprc.cal influ-

enoes that occur. 

Thec-;ain type of infh,ence that corres abcut "f.fr;eVfr two 

cuI tures come together apI,ears in the languages of the c'~l tures 

in question. Weir,reich (1':153) calls any kind of influence on 

J anguage "inter:fi!reJ:i£~" and he differentiates tetween "ir.terfe-

renee in speech" and "int",rference in langu;;.ge". He sta:es: 

"In speeoh, interference is like sand carried by a strea.'!lj in 

lal'!g'J.age, it's the s~diIllt-nted sand deposited on the botto:n of 

a lake"q 

New York., 1953., p.ll~-
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Interference in Speech is an individu"listic pr,enoffienon. 

It occurs because of a bilingual speaker's perscmal knowledge 

of the interfering 1 anguage. Interference in Iar.g-c;age, lK"ever, 

is an influence that settles down in the speech of almost every 

individual who speaks the language. This type of interferer.ce 

is bound to finally take root as part of the lar~age itself as 

a result of being continually used by the speakers. This is 

not a factor of bil ingualism any more. Wr.erJever the interference 

comes to the point that a speaker of lang-uage A uses a foreign 

form because he has long heard it fr'om others and not because 

he has just pi.eked it up occasionally, then this form can be 

considered to belong to language A. This theoretical distinc-

tion should be made if we are to understand what lang'Jage contact 

rr,eans to an individual and how he eir·eriences it. \it.at the lin-

guist classifies as interference may not seem like interference 

at all to the individual .... ho is speaking tr.e la}";g-c;age. Vost 

of the time, people are not even aware that there are foreign 

elements in their speech. As s"clCh, when studying interf('rtiJnce 

in language it is the phonologioal, gr8lLmatjcal, serrantic and 

stylistic integration of the foreign forr~s that become the main 

points of interest. 

Wt.en two lang'~ages come into contact like Turkish and ladino,. 

or French and ladino, the laJ'~age which accepts the infl'.:.ence 

(Laoino in this case) is mostly affected in its sema;ltic and 

lexical fields because the influence of a diffeyent culture B..'ld 

environment brings about changes in meaning in the lar~age that 

finds itself in the rlifferent surroundings._(lehrr:ar;n, 197:3). 
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Changes in meaning are closely a9SO'~: ated with the cultural en

vironment of a particular language; that is why semantic change 

is different from phonological or syntactic changes .... hich may be 

studied by abstracting those parts of the language from the 

people who speak it or from the culture. Meaning however, has a 

special place in a lan~~age because of its relationship to the 

individuals and culture that creates it. That is why' the present 

study has given a detailed account of the theories about ssman-

tic changes and changes in the lexicon substantiating them .... ith 

examples from Ladino. 

'!'11e Soci~J.- Theories on La~~e Change Thro}l£lL La¥~age 

CWlt~: 

Man uses language to communicate with others .... )-,om te needs 

in order to survive in a complex society. The deVelopment, 

expansion, survival, decline or disappearance of lang',"age depenr1s 

on what the society does .... ith it. It is not possible to abstract 

language from the particular setting or society it belongs to. 

Any study of language therefore, should also corcprise the st'Jdy 

of the particular community which speaks it. Much can be learned 

about a group of people by looking at the specifiC lal16,"age or 

languages t~ey apeak, and vice versa. 

Lang'Jage is one. of the characteristics .... hichjistil16clishes' 

one group of people from another because it brings forth the 

culture of that group of people more than anythir~ else. However, 

_Sapir (1926) notes that, "Historians and anthropologists find 

that races, i~ng'lages, and cultures are not distributed in parallel 
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fashion, that their areas of distribution interaro~s in the most 

bewildering fashion, and that the history of each is apt to 

follow a distinctive course. Races intermingle in a '~ay tl".at 

la~~ageB do not. On the other hand, lar~ageB may spread far 

beyond their original home, invading the territory of new races 
~e and of new cultural spheres." Altho'.lgh it is true that many 

unpredictable things do happen to languages, it is a known fact 

that whenever two cultures come into contact either as neigh-

bours or as two communities which have to live together and 

corT.llllunicate it is nearly :impossible for some kind of influence 

no to take plaae. Unless there is ~omplete isol&tion, tten they 

will influence each other in terms of I anguage and cuI t'Jre. 

For four hundred years Ladino speakers sClcceeded in preser-

ving their language. The reason for this was treat they · .. ere 

living in a SOCiety which was very conservative abo'.lt its lan-

guage •. The reI igious and cultural identity could be preserved 

only if speaking Turkish could become taboo (especially fGr the 

women). This is an example of the Lang'.lage Loyalty Webreich (1953) 

talka about, its motivating factors being the fear of losing 

the group identity, the fear of assimilation erasing their group 

as a minority, and the desire to avoid intergroup marriages. 

~~en the loyalty lost its strength Ladino became very vulnerable 

to foreign influences. For four hundred years hO'wev"r, ladino 

and the Sephardic culture that arose from it constituted the 

10 .. Sapir, Edward., Language., New York., 1921., p.222 
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world of re3lity for HI.is grollp of people. Fisrur,m (1971) talks 

about Christian and Christian's theory. They have related lan

guage, culture and reality in the following oiroular way: 

~IANrAGE~ 

REALITY CREA'i'ES CREATES CREATES RE.U,ITY 

~~,.~'- t 
~CU1TURE 

LMWUAGE, CULTURE, ANTI REALITY:-' 

They emphasize that a shift in languages will also oause a shift 

in cultures which implies the level of acceptance of the minority 

group. It would not be right to make a stateoent of this strength 

after studying the example of Ladino. Long before the Rhift in 

la~~ages ocourred, the Sephardic culture and folklore was greatly 

influenced by the Turkish culture. The best examples D.an be seen 

in Ladino music which has greatly been influenced by Turkish 

Classical music. Pamela Dorn who is presently dOing research 

on Ladino music in Istanbul, bas collected lLany records where 

the Ladino songs have been sung in the accon:pani'ment of Ud, 

Darbouka and Violin, the three main instI'UlLents of Turkish 0:;86si

cal Music. The songs theIL6elves are mostly of Turkish or Greek 

11. Fishman, J., Aclya~.in the Sociology of··J.ar~-"age~., Mouton, 

Faris., 1971., p.llO. 
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origin translated into Ladino or with Ladino lyrics. The reason 

for the Greek influence is because the two communities lived 

very close to each other and there was a lot of interaction bet

ween them. Taking these examples into ccnsideration, it could be 

said that, language shift is the last chain of the shift in cul

tures which started long before the language shift. Even so, it 

could not be said that for the Sephardi Jews there has been a 

complete shift in culture and language although the you.ngest ge

nerations have completely assimilated themselves, because as long 

as they have their religious traditions, they will have that f,art 

of their culture intact. It is the SepharcJic (Sranish) part of 

their culture which has changed and has been taken over by the 

Turkish culture. The difference in religion which constitutes 

the most conservative and change-resistant part of a culture, 

prevents the complete shift in cultures for the Sephardis. 
~ 

William Labov (1963,1964) sees linguistic c\·;ar.ge as a ;;·rccess 

of adaptation and linguistic evolution. He contends that to 

study this change adequately one must deal with three problems 

primarily: Transition, Embedding, and Evaluati.on, which are the 

keys to finding the route, the socic-linguistic matrix and the 

social meaning of a change. In two sturlies that were rrade: 

Martha's Vineyard (1963), and New York City (1964), Self Identity 

was fo'md to be at the root of lir.guisti~ change. In the first 

study, being a Vineyarder and having a native status as sU2h 

constitutes the key factoe, while in the second study the socic

economic status or class t.he New Yorker belongs to find most of all 

his ethnic identity seec to be rr:ost important f8.ctcrs in the e::-.er-
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gence of linguistic change. In both studies hc· .... eYer, age CC:r.ES 

in as a common factor; in fact Labov treats Generation as one 

of the important feat',res to which a linguistic r'J:'e is ser:sitive. 

I,abov's finrUngs show a parallel to n.e pre sent study on l·ad i.no. 

Th~~.1E.!,!r..'1'!.it..i0n Pr..9~ is to find out which route a 1 iT g-uis-'

tic ctange has taken from an earlier stage. The aim is to trace 

down as many of the intervenir~ steps as possible, elirroir.ating 

all but one possible alternative from which one can claim the 

linguistic change to have occurred. The change in Ladino was 

started ny the men of the com .• nunity, whose speech WH.S more 

influenced by Turkish because of their business and of their 

being in continuous contact with the language every day. Ccm

pulsory primary education in Turkish was the end of the road 

for Ladino. 

The E'1lbe:ldin.E Prob~ iB to find out the continucus rratrix 

of sccial and linguistic behaviour in which the ling-dstic change 

is carried off. If correlations are found between events in 

the linguistic and the non-linguistic system coupled with social 

behaviour, then linguistic change and its cor,seCiuences can t.ecome 

a little more prediotable. 

The Sephardi Jews wanted to beco;r,e Turkish citizens and not 

a minority, so after the Lausanne Pact in 1923 there oocurred 

a conscious process of assimilation. They accepted the co~pul

sory primary education in Turkish thus accepting Turkish as their 

native lar~age. If there had not been such a motivation for 

assimilation in the society then lir~istic change would not 

have been so Iluick and abrupt. 
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The E,aluation Pr~blem is to find out the subjective corre

lates of the objective changes which have been observed. Ladino 

has COIl'e to be considered as the funn,y lang'--,?-ge of 'old folks' 

and of the 'ignorants'. It is not considered as a proper lan

guage because many words have been borrowed from Turkish. As 

Ladino is spoken less and less, many words are forgotten, and 

their Turkish or French equivalents repl~ce them. This causes 

the speakers to be more contemptuous of the language. As the 

vicious circle goes on Ladino's disappearance becomes hard to 

avoid. 

The most important questions that arise when studying a 

co=unity where more than one language is regularly used is, 

WHO spe~k~ WHAT lan~age to WHO~ and WHEN? If we are to look 

at the .matter from a purely probabilistic point of view, it would 

seem that the matter of choice of any one lan5~age in any parti

cular situation by these people could be random, but the fact 

remains that it is hardly a random matter. The choice of lan

guage is a purposeful and quite conscious matter. It is easy 

to see that in multilingual communities a certain lar~Jage is 

chcsen at a certain time, place and surroundings, and when talking 

with certain people, whereas another language is chosen when 

these conditions change. This fact brings to mind that maybe 

more than a Topic-Lang'Jage relationship, there is a sociocultv.ral 

phenomenon related to the choice of a particular language. It 

could be that certain socioculturally recognized spheres of ac

tivity are associated with one language rather than another. 

Fishman (1971) calls this phenomenon "diglossia" and differen-
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tiates it from bilingcialism which he says is an individ'Jal atti

tune towards the choice of larllStlages whereas diglossia cor;:;prises 

the societal cocles abo11t which lar,guage to ',lse in which si tua

tions. In diglossia each code serves certain functions for the 

society so that there is no overlap in the codes. In bilingualism 

the choice of lang~age while communicating is random. 

Fis~~an makes the follcwing table to represent the relation

ships between bilingualism and diglossia: 

DIGLOSSIA 

+ 

BILINGUAlISM 

I. 30th bilir~alism II. Biling,lalism 

and without 

diglossia diglossia 

III. Diglossia without IV. Neither diglossia 

bilingualism 
nor 

bilirog'laJ i8m 

The !Lale 1adino speakers sh8wed 'diglossia without bilingu

alism' before the twentieth century. In non-Jewish co=unities 

they spoke either Turkish or Greek according to where their busi

ness took them, but for intragroup purposes they used Ladino 

only. F t~ there was 'neither diglossia nor bilingualsm'. . or ue women 
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They were monol ingual Ladino speakers. The picture has char.ged 

to 'both diglossia and bilingualism' for the Generation I speakers 

of the present stuclY who have beco'11e grandparents. The :'",en still 

use Turkish for intergroup purposes but as the WOmen have also 

learned Turkish through their grandchildren, both Turkish and 

Ladino is used for intragroup purposes; Ladino for speaking with 

same-age friends and children, and Turkish for speaking with 

grandchildren. The Generation II female s,)eakers display 'bilin

gualism without diglossia', French and Turkish being the two 

main languages of this generation we see that the choice of 

1 angJages is rand orr: when both parties speak both language s. 

Fishman's definition of 'bilingualism without diglossia' exactly 

fits the findings of the present research about Generation II 

sueaKers who correspond to the transitional generation from 

I,adino to Turkish: 

"Children typically become bilingual at a very early age, 

when they are still largely confined to home and neighbourhood, 

since their elders (both adult and school age) carry into the 

domains of intimacy a language learned outside its confines. 

Formal institutions tend to render individuals increasingly 

mono 1 ingual in a langclage other than that of hearth and home. 

Ultimately, the language of school and government replaces the 

lang'J.age of home and neighbourhood, precisely because it comes 

to provide status in the latter domain a~ well as in the former 

due to the extensive social change to which home and neighbour-

"hood have been exposed." 

Fishman has studied the im:Iligrants who ca::.e to the United 
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states and he declares that there are four stages that the i=i

grants undergo to become bili~~al: 

BILINGUAL 

FUNCTIONING 

TYPE 

COMPOUND 

('interdepenjent' 

or fused ) 

QQ9RDINATE 

( 'independent' ) 

DO~~IN OVERLAP TYPE 

OVERLAPPING DOMAINS 

II. Second Stage:More 
immigrants know more 
English and therefore 
can speak to each other 
either in mother tongue 
or in English (still 
mediated by the mother 
to~e) in several do
mains of behaviour. 
Increased interference. 

III. Third stage: The 
languages function in
dependently of each 
other. The number of 
bilinguals is at its 
maximum. Do~ain overlap 
is at its maximum. The 
second generation du
rir~ childhood. Stabi
lized interference. 

NON-OVERLAPPING DOYAINS 

I. Initial stage: The 
immigrant learns English 
via his mother tc,ngue. 
English is ~sed only in 
these few do~ains (work 
sphere. goverru:ental 
sphere) in which mother 
tor~~e cannot be used. 
Minimal interference. 
Only a few i=igrants 
knew a little Er~lish. 

IV. Fourth Stage: Englis 
has displaced the mether 
tongue from all but the 
most private or restric
ted dOITsins. Interfer~nc 
declines. In most cases 
both lar~ages function 
in~ependentlYj in others 
the mother tor~~e is me
diated by English (rever 
direction of stage I but 
same type.) 

TABLE XVIII. TYPE OF BILINGUAL 
SUCCESSIVE STAGES 

YJNCTIONING AND DO~:AIN OVEP.LAP DURING 
OF I~J:GRANT ACCULTUEATION ~ 
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The SalLe kind of parallel can be drawn for the Sephardis 

who were also immigrants to a new country. What Fishman calls 

the 'Initial stage' however, lasted for four hundred years before 

gOing on to the second stage. The Generation I speakers of this 

research display the characteristics of stage II, Generation II 

of stage III; and Generation III of stage IV. Fishman has not 

included the next stage where no more bilingualism remains and 

the ancestral language becomes a 'calque'. These characteristics 

are displayed by the Generation IV speakers. 

~Q!!.!!. for the .1n.Ouenc.e_ that L~ages in Contac_t--h§.ve on 

one Another: 

Fishman, in his theory of 'Language Maintenance and Language 

Shift' explains some of the reasons why lan~~ages influence one 

another and says that his theory" ••• is basically concerned with 

the relationship between degree of change (or degree of stability) 

in language usage patterns, on the one hand, and ongoing psycho

logioal, cultural, or social processes on the other hand, in 

populations that utilize more than one speech variety for intra

group or for inter-group purposes."L4 He suggests that there are 

threemajor points of interest on this subject but only one is 

relevant for the present, study: 

12. Ibid. , p.297 

13. Ibid. , p.306 

14. Ibid. , p;30l ----. 
'-" -... -~----,. 



~ bal Language Use at More than One Point in Time: 

What for Fishman constitutes the basic data for analyzing 

and studying lang~age maintenence and lan5~age shift is any kind 

of change that appears in the la~e under study. He says 

that the main points of interest are n ••• degrees of maintenance 

or displacement in conjugation with several sources and docains 

of variance in language behaviour. "It 

a.~~Iance: Fishman proposes that the degree of main

tenance and shift m~y prove to be quite different in different 

me..-d ia 1 ike written, and spcken 1 anguage. If the speakers attain 

literacy before the contact situation then reading and writing 

in one's mother-tongue causes the speakers to have str'onger resis

tance to shift. Reading and writing in a particular lan5~age of 

course, makes one m\lch more aware of the language itself and helps 

correct one's style of speech. It is always encouraged by tea

chers of foreign lar€Uages to read many books and practise wri

ting. These are two practices that bring the mistakes to the fore 

by making the speaker conscious of them. 

If literacy is attained after language contact has occurred 

then shift will be quicker and resistance will not be so stror~. 

When the Sephardic Jews arrived in the ottoman Empire they were 

already a literate people with a written culture of their own. 

Of course, the literacy that these people had, was acquired through 

religious channels, and in religious contexts. The 'Yeshivas' which 

were ',attended by all the boys of the community, taught t!:e laws 

- -----

15. Ibid., p.301 
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of God, how to read the 'TonJJ.', and also hew to write in 'Rashi' 

which was basically Hebrew, but arranged in such a way as tc 

comprise all the sounds in Ladino, toc. (See Appendix IV). It 

is therefore not surprising that, until the foundation of the 

Alliance the Sephardic culture continued to flourish in a more 

or less intact Ladino. After the 1860's however, attendance to 

the 'Yeshiva's decreased and people began to attain literacy in 

French, with ~he Latin alphabet. This particular time is, I 

think, the turning point for Ladino because it is at this time 

t'lst it started losing its prestige and the support of most of 

the literate members of the community. There started a shift 

at that time. In 1923 when the, Turkish Republic was founded 

and the ministry of education built primary schools which were 

compulsory for everybody, the members of the Jewish corrllnni ty 

attained literacy first in Turkish; and gradually reading and 

writing in Ladino (especially Ladino writing) decreased more 

and more to the level that new only the very oldest members of 

the community read the only newspaper left in Ladino, '£alom' 

which is half in Turkish and half in Ladino. Fishman's hypothe

sis seems to work ~uite well for Ladino. 

b. The Comnound-coordinate Distinction: Fishman made this 

distinction after his observations on bilinguals and proposed 

two types of bilin~~alism. Compound Bili~~ refers to the' 

acquisition of the two languages durir~ childhood in the home 

context where they are interchangeably in the same situations. , 

Coordinate Bilingualism occurs when an individual learns one 

language at home with his parent9 and the other at school and at 
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work. The coordinate type will use one language for certain 

domains of situations and contacts while the compound type may 

use his languages in all domains which overlap. Bilingual spea

kers themselves will vary according to the overlapping domains 

in their use of both their languages. 

Certain domains like family and religion, prove to be espe

cially resistant to shift in comparison to others like the occu

pational domain. These domains may also protect the disadvan

taged languages even when shift has occurred to an advanced deg-

ree. 

Ladino speakers of the oldest generation who were bilinguals 

(males mostly), with Turkish as the second language were of the 

coordinate type using Ladino in all communications with fellow

Jews, while using Turkish for business relationships outside the 

Jewish cOlDIDunity. The next generation (Generation n) can be 

said to be compound bilingual s in general, (they acquired Turkish· 

in school and Ladino at horne), using both Turkish and Ladino in 

their horne environment. In Generation III, Turkish is dominant 

and Ladino is used between husband and wife for private communi

cation. (It is important to note this fact here beca~se Generation 

III is the one where the language shift from Ladino to Tur~ish 

has occurred.) The fourth and youngest generation speakers of 

the present study are not bilinguals any more. They are monolin

gual Turkish speakers with very limited knowledge of Ladino. 

These people speak Ladino only if they have grandparents who do 

not speak Turkish. Otherwise, they speak Turkish all the time~ 

the shift has been complete following a continuum to reach !'"jono-
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Coordinate bilingualism 

(Lar~age A is dominant here) 

1 
Compound bilingualism 

(Languages A and B have overlapping domains) 

Coordinate bilingualism 

(Language B is dominant) 

Monolingualism 

(Language B) 

The Role of the Socio-Cultural Setting: 

The sooio-cultural setting is very important in determining 

the reasons for language change. If a certain feature is adop

ted by the whole group as an index of behaViour then the changes 

will occur according to the influence that particular feature 

will have on the language ar.c1 oulture of that community. 

For a language to become dominant for a bilingual, its 

functionality for him as a member of a larger oommunity is impo

tanto He will use the language that will bring him pres~ige, 

social advance and higher status. (e.g. the Sephardis have used 
, 

French for these reasons). Furthermore, the environment rna:, lead 

him to use ~ certain lang~age whatever his feelings towards it. 



The whole society may adopt a certain type of behavicur to..-ards 

one language or the other. (e.g. the adoption of Turkish by the 

Sephardis as their maternal tongue aft,o,r the Reput'..ic "-as founded). 

Children learn their languages from their parents together 

with their parents' mistakes. The correction of their mistakes 

is done by institutional forces (e.g. schools) in the community. 

Insti tutionalized learning of a language will be most resistant 

to change. Ladino was preserved for four hundred years because 

the schools took care to teach the children the language well. 

When there were no more schools to teach Ladino, it started to 

decline. Besides, the Jewish community realized that Ladino 

was of no use to them in modern Turkey where modern Turkish 

took over. When such a realization occurs it is normal that 

the people become indi,fferent to interference in the 1 a'lgclage. 

However, even at this stage there may be strong cultural resis

tance for certain areas. It is interesting to note that even 

in pure Ladino the word for' Saturday' is in Hebrew. The words 

connected to the religious ceremonies were all pronounced in Heb

rew by the speakers of this study. This proves that religion 

constitutes the most important barrier in intergroup relation

ships. It is easy for languages to be assimilated but there are 

certain domains where shifts and changes cannot occur. The role 

of the society and the cultural setting is very iT.portant in this 

matter. 

Ladino is a perfect example which shows how culture contact 

affects language change. culture contact can t.ring about langclage 
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change in a variety of ways: it can help create new lang~ages 

if the occasion arises (pidgins become creoles and then a de

creolization gives birth to a co~pletely new lang~age), and it 

can also cause a language 'to disappear slowly as in the case 

of Ladino. 

Language is certainly the most important aspect of any cul

ture. Every community and every culture develops a language 

which best expresses their thoughts, feelings, ambitions, what 

in fact puts into expression all their primitive level of meaning. 

For anybody who is born into a certain society there is a world 

of reality already set for him to belong to, apart from his own 

subjective world of reality. The mark the culture we belong 

puts on us, the way we are moulded by a particular culture also 

affects the way we speak. Every culture has a particular way 

of viewing the world, and what better place to look for it than 

its language. Their whole outlook on life, their ieeas, feelings, 

ambitions, in short, everything that makes them different from 

another culture is reflected in their language. If we want to 

learn a language really well we also have to absorb the culture 

out of which it arose; that is the only way that will make us 

think as they do and in their own language. 

This study has tried to analyze a group of people with a 

specific culture (the Sephardic Jews) and language (Ladino). 

This language which has been our main point of interest had 

been presereved by the community for more than four hundred 

years but as the research has attempted to show, it has nearly 

disappeared in a matter of three generations. 
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After their exile from Spain, the Sephardic Jews who did 

not come to the Ottoman Empire and who were dispersed through 

Europe and North Africa quickly assimilated the new cultures 

they went into. Ladino was forgotten very quickly and the lan

guages of their new countries were adopted. These people pre

served only their religion and religious traditions. The pic-

ture was quite different in the Ottoman Empire as discussed in 

the introduction. Living in a conservative and closed community 

there was no motivation for these people to learn or speak Turkish. 

It was quite the contrary in fact, for the women, speaking Turkish 

was nearly a taboo. They were living in a community where spea

king Turkish was unnecessary and where no one obliged them to 

speak any one la~Jage or another. 

It is of cours.e impossible to imagine a language being 

preserved intact by so many generations of speakers even if 

they were completely closed off from the world which the Jewish 

community was not. The language they brought with them was bound 

to change, even if they had stayed in Spain. How it has changed 

and how it wa~ influenced by other languages and how it slowly 

started to disappear is what this research has tried to study 

and to understand. 

The 1860's brought about the first great blow to Ladino 

with the introduction of French as the language of education, 

cul ture, and men of thought. This heavy soc.ial blow however, 

was not enough for the folklore and culture of four hundred 

years to be forgotten. It took about three generations for 

French to reach its peak in dominance to decline rapidly in the 
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next generation (the percentages dropped to zero for French when 

the Generation III subjects were asked about the language they 

spoke best and most). The rapid decline of French and Ladino 

after the 1920's has come about because Turkish became the domi

nant language of the community. 

When primary education in Turkish became compulsory after 

the foundation of the Turkish Republic the Jewish community re

fused the right to be treated as a minority in the Lausanne 

Pact so that their own primary schools too, got under the rule 

of the ministry of education. This was the most important fac

tor which brought about the decline of Ladino. Children who 

studied Turkish from very early ages considered it to be their 

only maternal language and the language they spoke be~t and most. 

Any other language they learned either from their grandparents 

(Ladino), or from their secondary schools (English, French cr 

Ge~an) was considered to be a foreign lang~age. There was also 

a strong motivation to speak good Turkish and thus become in

distinguishable from the rest of the co~~unity. Not speaking 

good Turkish would maan they would be treated as a minority 

which the Jews as Turkish citizens did not want. 

Members of the first generation were found to be the only 

ones wh'o stuck to Ladino tenaoiously and refused to acquire 

any other language. This seems to be related to the primary 

and secondary socialization Berger and Luckmann (1971) talk 

about. Ladino has been deeply internalized by these people as 

a primary sooialization process and oonstitutes a cruoial part 

of 'their world of reality, th')s making it impossible for thelL 
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to replace it with another language. Ladine, gives them a ser:se 

of identity both at the personal and at the group level, so 

that i-ts lOBS would result in a loss of identity. The next 

generations have not had I,adino as a primary socialization pro

cess and so, for them the question of losing one's identity 

does not arise if they do not speak Ladino. It is only a matter 

of knowing the old folklore and 'the old people's' traditional 

language. For the youth, it ,is a matter of joking and feeling 

they have somethir:g special to share that is different from the 

larger community. In the five hundred years that the Sephardis 

have been living in Turkey, the Turkish culture has penetrated 

into the Lad1no culture and affected them ever.. up to their music 

and religious hymns (the prayers which are sung today at the 

synagogues, are sung in a Turkish 'makam'), and today I,adino's 

rapid decline is a sad fact. 

The reasons for the loss of functionality of Ladino have 

to be more deeply delved into in future research. One of the 

reasons, Education which was in the form of intuitive knowledge 

at the beginning of the research proved to be a very important 

factor and needs to be looked into in greater detail. The in

troduction of the television to every horne in Turkey, is another 

factor that was not taken into account in this study. It would 

be interesting to see how this affected the decline of Ladino 

with a controlled research on the subject. 

More attention should be paid to Generation IV speakers 
, 

in future research. Their age might have aaused problems for 

the researcher in the following ways: a. they are at an age 
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(a critical age), which makes them shy and ur.sure of tr:err.selves, 

so it is possible that their performance in Ladino has been worse 

than it aJtually is; b. the fact that the researcher was young 

and talked to them in Ladino might have seemed strange and there

fore affected their performance; c. they could have been at an 

age when they were just beginning to learn Ladino which might 

have caused them to give a deficient performance. Future research 

must .certainly take these. points into consideration when getting 

constructed. The deficiencies in the speech of the researcher 

herself might hp.ve biased the older subjects to a relaxation 

and simplification of their own speech but it was observed that 

this did not happen. In fact, the subjects made a special effort 

to speak Ladino as best they could. Some of the oldest subjects 

even made a point of teaching the researcher some sop~isticp.ted 

words she did not know, and they were observed to feel very 

proun of themselves to know Ladino better than she did. 

The relationships of the human beings to the languages 

they speak is an ar.ea of study that comprises many factors, each 

one more interesting than the other. I would like to conclude 

with a comment by Sapir: 

"Everything that we have so far seen to be true of language 

points to the fact that the human spirit has evolved - nothing 

short of a finished form of expression for all com~unicable 

experience. Thus form may be endlessly varied by the innividual 

without thereby. losing its distinctive contours; and it is cons-, 

tantly reshaping itself as is all art. Language is the most 

massive and inclusive art we know, a mountainous and anonymous 
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work of unconscious generations."~ 

16. Sapir. E., Language., New York., 1921., p.235 



A P PEN D I x I: 

THE NON-LADINO WORDS THAT WERE USED BY THE SPEAKERS 

GENERATION I: 

I. (72) (4,5 min) 

Tk: PARAS (.), AKA (.),KATES (.), YENE, PEKI. 

Fr: FABRICATEUR, GATEAU, MATE~~LLE, FRANCAIS, JEUNE HOMME. 

2. (73) (5 min) 

Tk: PARAS (.), HAK!KI, AMA (.), PAS'!'!, ENGLENAR (eglenrr.ek). KU

Tt, OKLAVA, YENE, EL KUSUR. 

Fr: RETRAITE, GATEAU, ETAGE, JEU DE CARTES. TORCHON. 

,. (74) (3,5 min) 

Tk: TUCCAR, ORTA, AMA (.), PARAS (.), PASTA, KUTi (kutu).ANLA

~AR (anla~mak). 

Fr: LECON, PROFBSSEUR,PAR COEUR. 

4, (70) (5 min) 

Tk: PARAS (.), AKA (.), ZAVALi, PASTA, KARi~iK •. OKLAVA, BAK

LAVA, 

Fr: PHARMAC!EN, MOYENNE, QUE. CONTACTE. 

5. (79) (3 min) 

Tk: BASMACILIK. BIN UC YUZ ON DOKUZ. AL~~. NASIL. FRANSIZ, 

ALiANS V AR, BU DA BOYLE, TAB!. BELLI OLMAZ, V AZlYETE YORE, 

ANA Dill. 

6, (70) (5min) 

Tk: EMEKLILiK, TEKNIK OKULU, BOZDEYAR, PARAS (.). MUSAFlRES. 
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DERT, KOVALADEYANDO, AMA (II). 

Fr: LA COUR, POURSUlVANDO, PROFESSEUR, AVENIR. 

7. (63) (6 min) 

fk: FOTOGRAFQt, EL KARAR, TABt (II), AKA (.), t~TE, PASTA, KO

VALADEYANDO. NE YAPACAKSiN. ZAVALt, LATtNCE, PARAS. 

Fr: FLIRTANDO, LA MADAME, StTUATION, HEBREU. 

HEBREW: KORTAR MINYAN, BARUH A~EM. 

B. (70) (5 min) 

Tk: ORTA MEKTEP, PARAS, (.), AMA (.), SE BOZDEYO, DE~~, ZA

VALl, OGRA~AR (ugra~mak). 

Fr: FABRtCATEUR, GRACE A DtEU, QOMMERQ!YO (commerce),CLtENTES, 

HABITUADOS, QUESTION, SIMPLE, RESPONSABtLITE. 

HEBREW I K'ESTE EN GANEDEN (PARADtSE). 

9. (67) (IO min) 

Tk: YOK CANIM, GOP TENEKESi, PARAS (II), KUTi, ESKAZA, OKLAVA, 

QARUKA, AMA (.), EVET, BAKLAVA. 

Fr: DtRECTEUR, MONSiEUR, SALONtQUE, PAR PRATiQUE, Quoi, ~_~t

MUM (II), MiNiMUM (II), NON PARDON, LiNGUA, VEHlcuuiRE (.),RE

LATioNS, RENCONTRES (II), HEBREU (.), ORIGlNE (II), UTiLizAMOS, 

COUPLE (.). ViS-A-vis (.), POUBELLE, LA SUiTE, NEGOCiANDO (.), 

tMAGiNATIONES (.). BONBON, iNTERPRETAR, TANDiS QUE, REGRETANDO 

C'EST-A-D!RE, GATEAU, PROBABLEMENTE, ~~iTRESSE DE MAisON,VAis

SELE, JE COMPRENDS, ABOUTtSO, APPAREiL, SiMPLE(.), LEQONES (ft) 

PRiERE MiNiMAL, STANDART (It), r~OYENS (II), MANiFESTATioIi (It), 

SOCIALE, RELiGiEUSE, OCCASioN (It), REMERCiAR (ft), GENERALE, 

FEJ,iclT.a..ll., RRJOUisSAR. AssisTiR. 
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10: (85) (4min) 

Tk: PARAS hI), Al'i! (II), KUTi. EL KUSUR. MUSAFIRES. KOVMADAJffiO 

Fr: ASSURANCE, ECOLE, ORtGlNE, GATEAU, ETAGES. SiMPLE, LECONE 

PR!ERE, JEUNE HOMME, LA COUR, COUPLE, PROFESSEUR. QL~STION, 

MATEH.NELLE • 

WOMEN. 

II: (67) (5min) 

Tk: KtiLTtlRLU, PARAS (II), AKA (II), YAZILi, YiBl, TA1"cAM, BO KADA'-. 

Fr: COUPLE, CA QO'EST-CE QUE C'EST? CERTAiNEMENT, REU.NCE, OU, 

COCKTAiL, DE SUITE. 

12: (75) (5 min) 

Tk: EMEKLi, ORTA, AMA (II), MUSAFiRES, B~E, TABi, HEYSE. 

Pr: SOEURES, FRANQAiS (II), QUESTIONES, ENFiN, JEu~ESSE. 

13: (65) (6 min) 

Tk: YENE (II), AMA (II), pAHAS (lI), MUSAFIRES, KARTAS, 

Fr: RETRAiTE, AIDE-COMPTABLE, FRANQAis (II), ANGLAiS, LATiN, 

DECLAHANDO AM OR , QUEST iON (II), MALHEUREUSEMENT, E~ETTE, RE

SULTAT, RECEPTION, DAMMA, GENRE, JEUNE HOW-IE, DEMOisELLE, TA

QUiNAH, FAUTEUiL, PARTICipAR, MOYENES (II). 

14: (64) (5 min) 

Tk: PARAS, AMA, YINE, MUSAFiRES, KUTt. 

Fr: pi AN I"JTE, JE JOVE L'ORGUE, MATERIffiLLE, COUPLE, GATEAU, 

FRANCA! S, JEUNE HOMME, POURsUiv ANnO. 

15: (75) (4min) 

Tk: VARLIK, TEKRAE, AMA (II), SEV!~!YORLAR, NASIL DENiR. PARAS. 

ll'r: GOUTER (II), LEQCHES (II), ORiGlNE, FRANCAis, JOURNAL, Jo'..ABAJI! 

MAS, GATEAU, BVFE, COCKTAiL. 
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16: (84) (20 min) 

Tk: MUc1LL1T, YENE (w), NO YAK1~EYA (w), (yak1elk olmaz),BE

GENO,(be~enmek), MUSAFiRES, ATDE (w), (hayd1), ESTE KARAR 

(bu kadar) , PARAS (w), CAYtLAS (w) (cahiller),MUNASUP (w) 

(mtinaeip), KiSMEr (w), ESNAFiKOS, KOLAY KOLAY, NESA (*),(neyse 

TEZKERE, ASKERLiK, iNCESAZ,ARABAS (w), RETANA (k!glthane), pi~ 

tN (peeinen),ENGLENEYAR (.) (sohbet). 

Prj MENAGE, QUARTiER, PAR EXEMPLE'.), MONSiEUR (w), HOTEL. 

17: (70) (4 min) 

Tk: BiLE, BAKKAL, PAZAR, BU KADAR, LA FARA (w), TWiAM MI? 

Pr: FEMME DE MENAGE, MOYENNE, FRANCAis (.), LA PLUPART, PAR 

OCCAsioN, MADEMOiSELLE, BONBONES, GATEAU, BRiLLANf, EN PARTiou 

LiER. 

18: (66) (4 min) 

Tk: ALTMl ~, ALTMI $ ALT! (II), VALLA, !'ALAN, Y ANt, CORLU' DA, 

MEKTEBt, NE BiLIM BEN, NERDE DOGDULAR?, ANNEM CORLU DA HEIl.AL

DE DOGMU~TUR, RAHATLIKLA, BURDA NE VAR, PARAS(II), BA$KA BiR 

KIZI MI SEVtYOR?,TEMiZLIK, T~~ Mi?, ATDE (II), HAYiRLtst (w). 

Pr: MOYENNE, FR~~CAis (w), GATEAU, LA KARTA, TOiLETTE, BIBEItON 

MADEMOiSELLE. 

HEBREW: BESi¥~TO (religious blessing for the newly wed). 

L9: (82) (6,5 min) 

Tk: MUPAK (w), ClNis (tabak), ESTE KARAR (bu kadar) ,EV KADIN! 

YENE(w), ANA DiLt, BAKiYORLAR, NE YAF!YORLAR?, PASTAS, QtKOLA

TiNES (w), KAVE, ALLARAiS~JffiLADiK, TELLt (tel11 duvakll), KiNA 

- YECESi, MA (w), RAKi, Jct;PE, CUMBU~, AMA, MESEtA, YAK!, DAR HAB=< 
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Fr: ETAGES, ENGAGE, K1UPES, MIDI. 

HEBREW: HATIK! (O.K.) 

20: (63) (5 min) 

Tk: HANUM, AMA (JI), ORTA, BIRiNCi, BU KADAR, ZAVALi, PERt, 

TAVLA. 

Fr: PARDON, LATIN, CAFE, LA MAIRIE, HEBREU, LEQON. 

GENERATiON II: 

21: (45) (5 min) 

Tk: PARAS (.), KE KARAR (ne kadar), YENE (.), PASTA, AY~ (.), 

ESTE KAKAR, (bu kadar). 

Fr: COMPTABLE, FRANCAIS, REUNIERON, QUESTioN, SEMBOL, BU~, 

REUNION, CARTES, BLESADA, PARTENAIRES, E1 MALHEUR. 

22: (56) (5 min) 

Tk: EMEKLi, CiVAU, PERC IN , NORMAL, DEVAMLI, EVET, PARAS (JI), 

ECA.lIDO PALAVRAS,(laf atlyorlar), CALGiCIS, BI~EY DliL. 

Pr: ARANJARON, MADAME, UN CARRE, CART AS , Jolt I".AMA i Jolt PAPA. 

HEBREW: RABINIM (Rabbis). 

23: (60) (5 min) 

Tk: ALTMI~, KATlp DE, 0 KADAR, ORTA, ILK, EVET, NORMAL, MA (.) 

A~ ME$K, TAMAM, PARAS (.), AM! (.), POKER, BA~ I~LERt YOK, 

KABUL ED!YORUM BUNU, TAMAM DIL Mt?,BU RESIM BlRAZ BNTERESAN, 

MESUT, BU CEKILIR Mt YAHU?, ALLAH RAHMET EYLESIN, ZAVALt. 

Pr: LA ftI.ADAME. 

24: (60) (4 min) 

Tk: JJlJA (.), BANKA, MA. 
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Fr: DisTINCTioNES, pr{ESA DE TEATRO, FLiRT~~, COb~ERSATioN, 

REGLAR, QUESTiON, MAiTRE SSE , eOMMERAGES, SUPPORTAR. 

25: (61) (6 min) 

Tk: AMA(Il) , MA, KUTi, PARA (Il), KAT, DAR KARA (yiiz vermek), 

OKLAVA, APASis (apans~z=suddently). 

Fr: niRECTEUR DEL PERSONNEL, DETERGEANT, FR~~~Ais {H),P~~~ON, 

MONTANTE, BONBONBS, DUNKE (done), GATEAU, CARTAS, FORMA, PRO

POSiTioNES, SiMPLE, POSTA (poste), EXPATRiAR, KAPAQi (capable) 

FAUSSE BiJOUTERiE, EXPOsiTioN, AVENTURE. 

HEBREW: HAVERANSA (ortakl~k). 

26: (59)· (4 min) 

Tk: AMA (Il), PARAS (Il), KUTt, PASTA, OKLAVA, MUSAFtRES, MA. 

Pr: NEUROLOGUE, FRAN~A1s (Il), ETAGES, MATERN:'<;LLE, FLiRT, QUES

TioN, LOiN DES YEUX LoiN DU COEUR, MAITRESSE DE "'cAisON, TORCHO:j 

CHiC, 'fiRE A QUATRE EPiNGLES, MALHEUR, LA COUR. 

27: (59) (4'5 min) 

Tk: AMA (Il), ENGLENEYiMOS MUN~O (90k eglendik), MA. 

Fr: ~ORDiNAiRE.,FRANQAis (H), PRECisAR, BUREAU, TRADUCe tONES , 

LETRAS, DiSTiNCTioN, PRECisA, iRON1QUE, DAMNA, PERIODA, CAMPAG 

NA, PROFESSEUR, TIMIDE. 

ENGLisH: LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT. 

28: (43) (4'5 min) 

Tk: BiR Ml~SSESEDE TicARi Mt~UR SAYILABI1ECEK DURu~AYIM, Ti

CARET LisESi, !MA(H), TABI (Il), YANI (Il), PARAS. 

Fr: FRANCAis, RELATIONES. 

(MANY pauses, he could fiBd his words with great difficulty. 
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29: (47) (4 min) 

Tk: AMBALAJ, KUTi, iKiNCl KARMA iLKOKULU, ANCAX, DEDiKODU, 

PAZARLIK, pi~~~, PARAS (w). 

Pr: CONTiNUANDO, RELANCE. 

30: (53) (7 min) 

Tk: TENEKE, KARAR (orta), iLKOKUL, YENE (w), MU~ERiz, YANi (w 

ALi~ERiMOZ (a11~t1k) (w), ARTiK (.), TAB! (w), AiLECE OLARAX 

VAR, HAUL, NELER YAP!YORLAR VALLAY!, MUSAPiRES (!f), MUNAKA$A, 

ANLA$EYANDO, ESNAFES, MALO~~, DAG!DiMOZ (dag1tt1k). 

Fr: BO~nONES, PHOTO. 

31: (45) (4 min) 

T1r: AMA (.), NiQTIf, PARAS (.), KUT!, on AVA , MA. 

Pr: FRANQAIS, ANGLAiS, PREPARANDO, CARTES, COUPLE, FLiRTANDO, 

COMMERAGES, PARDON, LE MAR!!GE, LA SUiTE, POURSUiV~1)O. 

32 : (51) (4'5 min) 

Tk: PARA (.), Y!Kil;l!KL!, KATES, AMA. 

h: FRANC 'AIS, GA'nAU, MADEMO!SELLE, POURSUiViENDO. 

33: (54) (5 min) 

Tk: MANASTIR, TliRKQE, RUMCA, !TALYANCA, PARAS (w), KARAR, 

HOPPALA, OKLAVA. 

Fr: ~NQA!S (!f), ANGLAIS, TURC"GREC, tTAL!EN, ~~AME, 

GATEAU DE TROIS ETAGES, CART AS. 

ENGLISH: ENGLisH. 

34: (52) (6 min) 

Tk: PARAS (.), AM! (w), E1 KUSUR. 
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?r: MOYEN, FR~N~!1S (.), HEBREU, DAMMAS (.), MATERNELLE, 

JEUNE, fR03LEl-:E' ( II ), PECUN1A1RE, SENT 1MENT ALE, DEBROU 1LLARDE , 

~~LGRE, ENVERS, ~A NE SERT A RiEN, LE DESESPOiR, REPRESENTA, 

ET VOtLA, ORiENTALE, EMOT1oN, DEJA, COMPTABiLiTE, MARRiAGE 

DE RAisON, SENSiBLE, RESPONSABLE. 

35: (56) (5 min) 

Tk: AMA (.) , un1xODU. 

'r: l"EMME DE MAisOH, FRAN~A1s (.), SiTUATioN, COUPLE, GRAND 

MAMAN, REUNiSARON, JEUNE FiLLE, DAMMA, GATnU, CHic, RELAc'iCE, 

COMMER!GES, BOUQUETO, DicTATURE, POSSiBiLiTE. 

36: (55) (5 min) 

Tk: ESTE KARAR (II), PARAS (II), AM! (II), PASPAL. 

Fr: FRANJ{1S;(.), D'UN COTE,EN RETARD, TORCHON, GATEAU, CHic, 

MODBRNA, HEBREU. 

GREEK: PRENKiPO (BUyUk Ada). 

37: (57) (5 min) 

Tk: AM! (II), PARAS (II), EL KuSUR. 

M'r: COMP'HBiLi/fE, FRAN~Ais (.), LANGUE MATERNELLE, COLLEGUES, 

QUESTiON, PROPOSANDO, CHic, BiEN MiSE, CARTES, REMEReiA, SUB

VENiR, A SUS BESoiNES, D1RiGEARSE. 

38: (43) (12 min) 

Tk: KE HABER H.UWM? (.), KARAR (eoyle boyle), T1cARET 113ES1, 

BALATLiYA, MA (II), GECIMSiZL1K, HAYAL ,PARAS, HAVALIYA, AY~ t. 

LALES, KADiFE, NisAi, CANTA (.), TAB1 (II), LUKS, SALON, DAN

S0ZAS, KATES, PASTA (.), EL KUSUR, ((OCOK ES1RGEME KURUMU. 

?r: D~~ (.), M'1MAGiNO, PRODU1SAR (produire),FltRTAh~, 
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SiTUATION, TOILETTE, BORDEAU, BRODi (broderie).ELEVO (eleve), 

COSTUME, RENARES, MARON, PHOTO, BLOUSA, COiFFEUR, CHiGNON, 

F ARDADA, CEREMONtE. 

HEBREW: y.!.AZAL (chance). 

39: (58) (10 min) 

Tk: YIRMtDORTTE DOGDUM, ELLiOCO (58), PARA (II), MA, TAI-'.AM, 

MUSAFtRES, NEDEN ACABA? 

Fr: BONJOUR, MERC!, QU'EST-CE QU'ON DiT ? j'SAtS PAS, CALCULAR 

DOCTEUR, TELEPHONES ,RENDEZ-VOUS, AUTRi CRiANA, FRANCAis (II), 

PARDON, OCCAsioN, COUPLE, ASSORTi, CA C'EST DEJA LE TEST DE 

RORCHACH QUE TU ME FAis, AR, PARDON, MAIS C'EST POU~ TOi, 

SEULEMEN! CA NON, C'EST LA SUiTE DE LA MEME HlsTOlRE TOUJOu~S, 

TRES COMPLiQUE CE QUE TU ~FAls FAiRE LA' PROBABLEMENT, QUES

T!ON.C'EST LE JEU QUOI ? GATEAU DE ~~lAGE, D'OD TU AS SORTi 

TOUT CA ? C'EST Toi Qui AS FAis FAlRE CES CARICATURES? APOS

TROPHE, COMMENT ON DiT ?(II),DES FLEURES, QUEL EST 1E CHOSE? 

SiMPLE, PRiERE, SALON DE RECEPTiON, BLEU-MARiNE, RECiTO, DE 

RiEN. 

40: (58) (10 min) 

Tk: EV H.A.NIMI, UNivERSiTE, AI-'.A (II), PARAS (II), DUZDEANDO (dU

zeltmek),ISSALA (!n~a11ah), PISiN (peein), 

~: DROIT, FRANCAIS (*), DROLE, EXPLIQUAS, COh~ERSATioN, COR

RESPON:::,ANCE, OCCASION, CAJ,ACTERES (har f), QUESTION, ORiGIN.HE

MENT, JEUNE FiLLE,.L'AVENIR, MARCHANDAGE, REGRETANDO, JEUNE 

HOMME, DUNKE (done), SINCEROS, NON, POURQuOi TU DIS CO~~ CA ? 

C' EST UN CHASSEUR DE DOT. l'I.AITRESSE DE t-I.AiSON, EKBETANDO, 

VAMPE (II), PHOTO DE ~~~RiAGE, ENTHOUsiASTE, PANT~ONES. ETAPE 
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JEUNE, IJ.!PRESSION, COMMENT ON DIT ? PROFONDA. 

ENGLISH: PHENOMENON, viviD. 

GENERATioN Ill: 

4I: MEN: (35) (5 min) 

(Many pauses) 

Tk: MtiHENDtSLiK FAKtiLTESI, MtiHENDiS, W~ (!Ii), AlIlAM, SADECE 

PARAYI DD:;li'NUYOR GALtBA, IC;TEN, MtSAFiF.ES, PASTA, BEDDUA OKU

YORLAR, LAP ATIYOR, KOVALADANDO, OKLAVA. 

Fr: FLiRTANDO, QUESTioN. 

Couldn't talk at all. He answered all the questions 1~ Turkish 

He translated the storie. correctly however. This subject talk 

only French and Turkish with his family. He said he never 

·could learn ho" to spee.k Ladino. 

43: (24) (5 min) 

(Many pauses and could find his words with difficulty). 

'rk: ENDtiSTRI MtiHENDtSI, tiNiVERSiTE, AMA (!Ii), PARAS (!Ii), !(UTi, 

SE BOZDEYO. ANLASEYAR, PASTA, TEMIZLiK, BIRBiHLERi i<;:iN K(/['t'LL~ 

DtiSUNtJ'yORLAR, VAH VAH, ZAVALLI. 

44: (30) (5 min) 

Didn't speak Ladino. He could only understand. 

45: (26) (7 min) 

(Spoke very slowly "ith many pauses). 

Tk: MliHENDts, TEKNIK UNtvERSiTE, MUSEVI risEsi. !NADIl, KOMSU, 

KE KARAR, AMA (!Ii), MISAPlRES, PARAS (.), LAVORXR, EL DiSKORSO. 

Fr: CART AS , BEBE. 
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46: (26) (8 min) 

Tk: MA (.), AMA, PARAS (.), SULAID'.AK, PASTA. 

Fr: DOCTEUR, PARDON, EL KARIKO (carre), SOUVENIR. 

ENGLISH: NIGHT CLUB. 

47: (32) (8 min) 

(Had difficulty in epeaking. He pronounced hie sentences very 

slowly). 

Tk: XIMYA MliHENDISI, FAKULTE, OYLE DEGIL M1 ? PEX FENA DEGiL

MIS, YANI, MA$ALLAH, MA, PARAS. 

Fr: FRANCAIS (.), ¥~TERNELLE, SUJETOS, MARCH~~DANDO, SEP~~ANDO 

CONCERNE, PROFESSEUR, SiNAGOGA, LOCALE, DANSEUSE. 

48: (38) (7 min) 

Tk: PARAS (.), ORKESTRA. 

Fr: INDUSTRiEL, HEBREU, FRAN~AIS, HABITUI, COUPLE, PREPA.RANDO, 

DAMMAS, NORMALE, TEMPLO, RABIN. 

(He spoke with short eentencee generally ueing action verbs 

and with many pauees). 

49: (41) (6 min) 

Tk: EKONOMI FAKi.iLTESt, PARAS (.), ZiYAFET. 

Fr: INDUSTRIEL, ARRANGEAR, MADEMOISELLE, MODERNA, TOILETTE, 

HEBREU, FRAN~!IS, SALON. 

Eng: DANCING 

Hebrew: tvRtT (Hebrew), SEFARADIT (Spanish) 

50: (32) (6 min) 

Tk: PARQAS, AMA (.), OGRENCI, TARHAN KOLEJI, TUP£~AS (he 

made fun of the way old people spoke Turkish.), 0 KADAR, 
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iNGILIZQE, FRANSIZCA, VALLAYI, Ju'>!.A, BAZi BAZt, ME SE KARI

~EYA, DEDIKODU, KE KARAR DE PARAS, YANI, OLUMSUZ, PARAS (.), 

TOZ, KAZA, FORTUNA (flTtlna), YAVRUM, HAN\JMIKA, PASA UN 

KALEM (ge9 bir kalem), MUTLU, DAYANEYO, EYLENEYIMOS, ARTix, 

ESKi TAS ESKi HAMAM. 

Fr: AUTOMOBILES, FRANCAIS, GLORIFIKANDO, XEGATIF, BUFE. 

WOMEN: 

51: (:32) (5 mi.) 

(Many pauses. Spoke with difficulty.) 

Tk: DEDIKODU, PARAS (.), ECAR PALAVRA (laf atmak), KOVALA

DAiDO KON LA OKLAVA. 

Fr: FRANCAIS (.), PREPARAR, TOMAR LECONES DEL RABIN, CON

TiNUO, HEBREU. 

52: (40) (6 mill.) 

Tk: PARAS (.), PASTAS, 0 KADAR (many pauses). 

Fr: PRATIQUE, FRANCAIS, ANGLAIS, FLIRTANDO, SEP~~AR,GATEAU 

~MERciAR, PRIERE. 

53: (37) (6 min) 

Tk: AMA (.), PARAS (.), ~iK (.). 

Fr: MONSiEUR, SiGNIFiCADO, ARRiVANDO (.), GLORIFICANDO, 

QUESTiONES, DEMOisELLE, BEBE, SEMBOLE, JEu~ HOY~, COURA

MENTE, HEBREU, FRANCAIS. 

HEBREW: IvRiT (hebrew). 

54: (38) (6 mi.) 
'fk: AMA (.), KARAR, PARAS (.). 

Fr: FRANGAis (.), GRAMAMA, QUESTION, ATTENTARLO, DAMMAS, 

BEBE, POUR suivANDO, LEGON. 
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55: (32) (6 min) 

(She aBghed a lot and didn't want to speak Ladino serieusly. 

There were many pauses.) 

Tk: PARAS ('II), HERHALDE ANLA~Al".ADILAR. NO SE ANLAi;1EYARON, 

o KADAR, DED!»ODU, GAYE'r MESUT, ZAVALLI, PALO DE StiPVRGE 

(sUpUrge sopasl), OELAVA, GAYET i;1IK, ANN~LER, BA~ALAR. 

¥r: NORMALE, FRANCAIS, GATEAU. 

56: (36) (6 min) 

(She spoke with very short action sente_ces.) 

Tk: NI$ANTAS KIZ LISESI, TUTULURUM, TERCIH, KE KP~AR, ftflLA

~EYARON, PARAS ('II), PASTA, KO~UR1~ANDO, OKLAVA, $IK,SALON. 

Pr: CONFERENCE, PARDON, PHOTO. 

57 : ( 40) (6 mb) 

Tk: ONBESINCI ILKOKUL, MESELA, PARAS ('II), OLA3ILIR, Pl$IN. 

Pr: QUESTIOnS, CONTINUANDOLO. 

58: (33) (5 min) 

(She thought it funny to speak in Ladino. Many pauses.) 

Tk: AMA, PARAS. 

Fr: FRANCAIS ('II), ANGLAIS, CLIENTES, DANS LA VIE QUOTIniENNE 

MATER~~LLE, COUPLO, PREPARANDO, GATEAU. 

59: (37) (5'5 mb) 

Tk: PARAS ('II), OnAVA, KOVALADEANDO. 

Pr: PRANQAIS, FLIRTANDO, GATEAU, CARTAS, PHOTO, LEQON, LOCAL 

HEBREW: SEPARADIT (Spanieh.) 

60: (35) (6' 5 min) 

(Made fun of speakiDg Ladino continually.) 
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Tk: ~OYLE BOYLE, AM! (w), PARAYlKAS (w), PARAS. 

Fr: BONJOUR, PAS MAL, FRANCAis, ANGLAiS, HEBREU, MADAME (w), 

GATEAU, MONSiEUR, BEEE, REL1GiEUX, SOCi!LE, SELON LA RELi

GION, L'ESSENCIEL, SELON LA ViE SOCi!LE, soiREE, HORS DU 

COMMUN, TOUJOURS, MEILLEURS. 

GENERATION IV 

61: (II) (5 miD) 

He could neither speak BOV understand Ladino. 

62: (19) (5 mi.) 

(Many pauses. He used very short sentences mainly verbs.) 

!k:AYAKKABI BOYASI, ORTA, TDRKCE (.), tSPANYOLCA, YDZDE 

YDZ, PARAS (B), KART, TO~~ VOLTA (voltay1 aI1yor). 

Pr: BEBE. 

63: (18) (5 min) 

He couldn't speak but could understand Ladino he found it 

very funny to talk 1n Ladino. 

64: (16) (8 min) 

(He made fun of speaking Ladino. He could find his words 

with great difficulty and with many pauses.) 

Tk: ISIK LtSESt, YANt. BtR DAKIKA, OGREb~, FRL~SIZCA, 

TtiRKQE, INGtLtZCE, tSPANYOLCA, YUZDE YDZ, PARAS (w) ,ANLA

sEYAR, KART, NUTUK, SOYLEDiM, BU KADAR. 

Pr: ELEVA (el~ve), ENTRE, EUX, ET (w), Qut SONT vtEUX, FRAN

CAIS, DANS, MARtER, ENli'tN, PREPARANDOSE. 

65: (17) (5 min) 

He couldn't speak Ladino and could neither tra.slate every-
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thing correctly. ~here were many words he couldn't understan~ 

He made tun ot Ladino. 

66: (16) (7 min) 

He could 'Aeither speak nor understand correctly. The inter

Viewer had to repeat many of.the sentences before he could 

catch the meaning. 

67: (II) (_6 min) 

. Although eleven years old this speaker could understand 

everything and he even tried his hand at pronouncing one 

or two words. The words he oouldn't understand were:TRAN

KiLO (co~ortable), SE KEREN (they love cach other) KONTENTE 

( happy). 

68: (20) (7 min) 

(He made fun of Ladino alld the accent of older speakers. 

He told the interwiever that he talked in Ladino only for fu~) 

( Many pauses.) 

Tk: DED!KODU, ANLA$AR, PARiL PARiL, YA1'I, CADiYA, TTJRTA. 

Pr: COMPTABiLiTE, FRANQAiS, MARRiAGE, SEPARANDO, D~~~, 

FOSSEDA, BurE, BEBE, Mi SOEUR. 

69 : (19) (5 mill.) 

(He made terrible fun. He lawghed at himself and at the 

interviewer continually. He constructed very short subjct

verb sentences.) 

Tk: 01~OKtrl, ELEKTRiKCi, KAHI$I!, EVDE, TtmKCE, i$ ORTAK

LARIMLA, UFAKTAN BERt ONU OGRENDiM, DEDiKODU, BU is OLlo'.ADI, 

AYRILIYORLAR, Dt~NANDO, PARAS (w), BIQAK, CiNis, KOVALADEO. 
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Ji'r: BUFE, ViZtTAJIDO. 

HEBREW: HAY ADONAY (Hay Allah ) 

701 (19) (6 mi~) 

(He spoke with difficulty with many pauses.) 

Tk: TtCARET, TiiRKQE, ANADILIM, DEDIKODU, PARAS (.), KAHVAL

TI, BERBER, KALABAL1K, ESTE KARAR. 

Ji'r: BEBtKO, MiDI. 

(Ma~ pauses, short actiDn sentences.) 

Tk: PARCAC1, AMA (.), VE. 

HEBREW: tVRiT (hebrew), ANGLiT (english). 

72: (16) (5 min) 

He couldn't speak but could understand everything. 

WOMEN: 

73: (I7) (5 min) 

She couldn't speak but could understand everything. 

She couldn't speak but could understand everythiag. 

75 : (19) (7 min) 

(Many pauses) 

Tk: 5ZEL DOST ILKOKULU, MERAK, PARA (~), M! (~); 

Ji'r: St.M!CHEAL", HEBREU, FRANCAis, ANGLAIS, QUESTION, JOUANDO 

76: (18) (7 mill) 

1 She has a gr8.l'ldmother who is unilingual in Ladino so she 

was-.quite fluent.) 
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Tk: SEKRETERA. BEYOGLU KIZ ORTA OKULU, PARAS (.), PASTA, QOK 

GtiZEL, KAVGAS, JJI~(.), ZOR, MISAFIRES. 

Fr: GRAMAMA, SAWN. 

77: (20) (7'5 min) 

(Many pauses) 

'l'k: MUSEVi 1)1 SEsi, TVRKQE, ESTE KARAR, KOM~US, YVRiiYORLAR, 

BIYIKL1, AiLELER, KUTi, ANLASEYAR, AMA (.), TRES KATL! PASTA 

FAKAT. UZGUN, KOVALADEANDO, HEYECANLI (Jt),TABi, AKSILlKES "') 

FERMUAR SE PATLADEYO, EL TEKERLEK DEL OTOMOBIL SE PATLADEYO, 

MUTLU. 

Fr: CORTEGE. 

78: (10) (5 min) 

She could understand everything but could produce only one 

or two sentence.s. 

79: (19) (7 min) 

(Many pauses. She started telling the stories of the cari

catures but could not continue. She could translate every

thing correctly. Her speak in Ladino was usually incorrect.) 

Tk: ONDOKUZ, OKUYORUM, UNivERSiTEDE, ORTA, TD~KQE, BAZEN DE 

FRANSIZCA, TABii, GERiSi, OBDRLERi. DEVAMLI. FRANSIZCAYI, 

ANNEM BABAM DIs1NDAKi BliYiJYLERLE iSP~""YOLCAYI YASLILARLA. 

ANADILIM, PAaA, MISAFiR, PASTA. 

Fr: SiTUATioN, ET. 

80: (17) (7 min) 

( Mally pauses.) 

Tk: PENQEREDE. BiRBIRLERiNi 1ST IYORLAR, Ah~LER BABALAR. 

------REDDEDiY.DRLAR. PARAS (II). BTJ KADAR, GELI!lLIK, KOSMAK, OKLAVA 
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Fr: ET, GATI.A.U, CIGARETTE. AMUSANT, ElEVA. EN GRAY.A.v.A. EN 

FRANCAIS, EN TURC. 

81: (15) (5 min) 

She couldn't speak but could understand everythi~. 

82: (16) (6'5 mill) 

( Many pauses.) 

Tk: B1LMiYORUM, OKULA GiDERiM, HE DiYECEM ? OGRENC! HASIL DE 

N1R ? BtLMtYORUM Kt, ORTA, tSPANYOLCA, TURKCE, ifiG!LIZCE, AY 

NI NE ? SOKAK HASIL DEN1R ? SEVGtLt NASIL DENIR ? BiLMiYORUM 

'AND' AY 'AND' GEL1YOR AKLIMA. KOM$U NEYD! ? GORiicti 'THiNK' 

GELtYOR AKLIMA KARI:;lTIRIYORUM, BU NE ? NE DU:;lUJiUYORLAR ? 

KART, BtR DAKtKA, BtR KIZ BEGENMEK, YiYiCEKMi:;l GtE!, KAVGAS, 

YANi, BELxt, ANLATIRIM. NEsiN! ? BtR TANEYE GITTiM, ZATEK 

COK ZOR BU, AlLATAYtAM. PARAS. 



A P PEN D I X II: 

THE CARICATURES 

STORY I: 'D 0 T A' (Caricatures 1 to 4) 

STORY II: 'F :t K S 0' (Caricatures 5 to 7) 

STORY III: 'K A Z A R' (Caricatures 8 to 10) 
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A P PEN D I X III: 

NAMES OF PROFESSIONS GIVEN BY ~~E SUBJECTS: 

GENERATION I: GENERATION II: 

1. Fabr1cateur 11. Comptable 

2. Retra1te 12. Emekl1 

3. Tuccar 13. K~t1p 

4. Pharmac1en 14. Comergero 

5. Basmac1l1k 15. D1recteur de Personnel 

6. Emek11y1m 16. Neuro1ogue 

7. Potograf9i 17. Fabr1cateur 

8. Pabr1cateur 18. 'Ucari MUdUr 

9. D1recteur 19. Ambalaj 

10. Assurance 20. Teneke 

GENERATION III: GENERATION IV: 

21. Milhend1s 31- Ogrenc1 

22. Kim;ra Hl!hend1s1 32. Ayakkabl 50yasl. 

23. EndUstr1 Milhend1si 33. Par 9acl 

24. Ieletmeci 34. Elevo 

25. Milhend1s 35. Ogrenc1 

26. Docteur 36. Ogrenc1 

27. K1mya Milhend1s1 37. Ogrenci 

28. Industriel 38. Comptablli te 

29. Industr1el 39. Elektr1k9i 

30. Par9as de Otomob11es 40. Ticaret 

41- Par9acl 

42. Ogrenai 
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A P PEN D I x v: 

IDIOMS AND EXPRESSIONS INFLUENCED BY Tu~tSH 

I: Esta aziendo luvya seles • 

2: QinQa de tamuz. 

~: Kitar al rey, meter al vizir • 

4: Se va el kyayaci vyene' el bumuelero. 

5: Em prove ~ gaviente. 

6: Tyene unas kuantas tavlas mankas. ( BirkaQ tahtas1 eksik ) 

7: Alegria kon bumuelcs i biekoQos de ~. 

8: Se aGilo komo la paparuna. 

9: Sin komer oglu sin komer ( gormemiein oglu). 

10: Me 10 kito por la nariz (burnumdan getirdi). 

II: Komo de antika. 

12: Se komyo una medra. (Fena bir bok yedi). 

13: Una Gene bavyeka. 

14: Ni ayre de yiriz ni mujer mizmiz. 

15: Mereses una medalya de patata. 

16: Tiyene unyas palangas I paletas. 

17: Ken no tiyene meoyo, ke tenga paGas. 

18: A pi~ar al l'Iyup , aeskansar en la 

19: Ande s'arapa el guerko kon turbin. 

20: Biride ••..• (bu arada). 

21: Pi~in ••••• ( peeinen = immediately). 

kaeturiya. 

22: A piein ke te vide, a piein m'ennamor1. 

23: Calie. calie pan bayat. 

24: Inat de Gurcis. 
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25: Ya me suvyeron los inyervos al tepe. 

26: Le das la mano te toma i el pye. ( Elini verirsin ayag~n~ 

da ahr). 

27: No es yabanc~. es ~ komeu. 

28: El tavan ke t'apiyade 

29: La boka ke te se vaya al yan. 

30: Kada uno a su boy. 

31: Kontar por benadam. (adam yerine saymak.) 

32: Duz ~ (ova) komo la vava. 

33: Al rey un yeeil yaprak. 

34: Lo izo de sinko paras. 

35: 50z rendesiz meee odunu. 

3-: Ez kara de kosele. 

37: Esta mt~ aversiz. 

38: 5i por la puerta 10 e9as, por la ventana entra (Kap~dan 

atars~n pencereden girer. 

39: Me serro la puerta en la kara. (Kap~y~ surat~ma kapad~.) 

40: Te paso mahpul ? 

41: La fasulya ests lege. 

42: No me miro ni en la kare. (Suratlma bila bskmsd~). 

43: No me dyo kara. (YUz vermedi). 

44: El melon muz salyo kalavasa. (Kavun kabak 9~kt~). 

45: Estas durmiyendo enpiyee. (AYakta uyuyorsun). 

46: Ee komo polvora. (Barut gibi). 

47: Se Ie korto la gana de komer. ( tetah'l kesildi). 

48: No kere meter nada en boka.(~zlna bir eey koymak istemi;or) 

49: Tvene"la boka euzya. (AgZl pis ). 
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50: Las kuras no me 1zyeron hayre. 

51: A ke avl1 a la pared, a at1.( Ha duvara konuemueum ha san~.) 

~2: Travo la puerta 1 se fue. (KaP1Yl gekt1 ve g1tti). 

53: Est~ loka bolana po~ el.(Onun 191n deli d1vane oluyor). 

54: D1yez dedos d1yez marafetes.( On parmak on mar1fet). 

55: Ya ~anesyo en UskUdar. ( UskUdar'da sabah oldu ). 

56: La lege se korto. ( sut kes11d1 ). 

57: Kome poko, toma moso. ( Az ye , ueak tut ). 

58: ~ la lu. ( B1r daha ). 

59: Dar boya. ( dovmek ) 

60: ~ana, C~urana, ~ana • (emphatic adjectives). 

61: Avlar ez 10 tuyo 7 (Lat ml bu ded1g1n 7) 

62: Estas azyendo f1yakas 1 cakas. 

63: No me d1gas : (Deme ya :) 

64: Ke estas d1zyendo 7 ~ ( Ne d1yorsun ?!) 

65: Ee bombac1ya. 

66: Se 1zo komo tu karat (Suratlna benzemie.) 

67: Estava una mar azete.( Deniz yag gibiyd1 ). 

68: Sedakero parese. ( Dilenc1'ye benziyor). 

69: Tiene korason de oro. (Altln g1b1 kalb1 var). 

70: Ee buen 1jo. ( tyi 90cuktur). 

71: Me komyo las paras. ( Paralarlml yed1). 

72: Ez ravano. ( baylr trupu ) 

73: Kortar 1 matar. (kesip b19mek). 

74: Tomar reflo. ( nefes almak ) 

75: 'Se l'arepozo l'alma. ( i91 rahatladl ) 

76: •••• mecbur1/ ke v1ene debUr1 (rhyming couple). 
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77: Afuera las karas. (Boztim mecl1eten dl.~an). 

78: Kale meter guanteB para avlar.(Konu~mak iein eldiven gymeli) 

79: Moz dimee el oatal en la mano. 

80: Eear el palpak para peleyar. 

81: Alma eBtreea. ( dar canll.). 

82: El ke toma kale ke eepa dar. ( Almael.nl. bilen vermeeini de 

bllmeli. ) 

83: Eeto muerto del ambre. ( aell.ktan Olliyerum). 

84: Guerkeriyas. (~eytanll.klar) 

85: Eear palavras. (Iaf atmak). 

86: Todo 10 ke te viene dela mano, no te 10 metas detrae. 

( Elinden geleni ardl.na koyma). 

87: Le viene muneas kozas de la mano. (Elinden eok ~ey gelir.) 

88: Lo puedo topar kon los ojos serradoB. (Go,:lermi kapall. bul urutn 

89: Entiyende todo a l'arovez.( Her~eyi ters anlar). 

90: !jO d'un canta. 

91: Cilveliya mueaea. 

92: De nazar guadrado i de ojo malo. 

q3: No avriyo la boka. (Agzl.nl. bile aeroadl.). 

94: Me salyo i' aIm!!. p~r la nariz. (Camm burnumdan el.ktl..) 

95: Penyado!!. I!!. bro~. Esta muerto per el ~. 

96: Lo euflaron bueno. ( Onu iyi dlidUklediler ) 

97: Esta ee!!.ndo d'ennalto. ( yUkeekten atl.yor). 

98: Eeta buen pedaso l ( parea l) ( for a girl) 

99: Esta un pedaso pahpahll. 1 

100: Me euvyo la B~e a la kavesa. (Kan beyn1me Sl.9 rad l.). 

101: Eear un ojo. ( B1r goz atmak). 



102: 

103: 

104: 

105: 

106: 

107: 

108: 

109 : 

IIO: 

III: 

II2: 

II3: 

II4: 

II5 : 

II6 : 

II7: 

118: 

119: 

120 : 

121 : 

122: 

I23: 

I24: 

125 : 

126: 

I27: 
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Va azer kolacan. 

Ya me komites la kaves •• ( Ba~1m1n etini yedin ). 

Ande van platos viyenen ganakas • 

Kandelar de eski cami (meaning stupid). 

Kortar la palavra. (S~ztinti kesmek) 

Kortar paIavra. ( S~z kesmek ). 

Los guevos d'Ali bey. 

Ayuda de keten tohumu. 

Ya Ie di la nota. ( Notunu verdim). 

Diya i nOQe: (gece gtindtiz). 

Se.I'asento el kayik por entero. 

Ya'sta karar. (Daba neler 1) 

Kualo ? l( He ? !) 

Los ~es estan tenekes • 

EI avlar e~vo ez kiyamet (Qok) 

Tiyene asukar. ( ~ekeri var ) 

Moz yamo kon medya boka. ( Yar1m &g1z1a Qag1rd1 ) 

Le dimos una buena de lisyon. (1Yi bir ders verdik.) 

Tiyene ojo en ti. ( Sende gozU var ) 

Me arapo una ora en el telef'on. ( Telefonna b1r Bast tra~ etti) 

No me kontes konsejikae. (Bana masal anlatma). 

Mira £.!£il 

Se est. vendiyendo karo. (Kendini pahal1ya eat1yor). 

Mi ~e~o merka arabac11ar entero. 

Estava un sol kemador. (Gtine~ yak1c1 idi.) 

Gani eet.s paras kon la sudor de la frente.(Aln1m1n teri 

ile kazand1m bu paraIar1). 
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129: 

130: 

131: 

132: 

133: 

134~ 
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Se izo tandur kebap en el sol. 

Paras no tyene pare. 10Mer re.vanos para regoldar. 

Taku.nya de banyo! (Stupi:l.) 

No Ie vyene nada de la mano. (E1inden hi9 bir $ey gelmez.) 

Ni la mane Ie tome. ni el pye. (Ne eli tutar ne ayagl.) 

Si 1'oskupes en la kara va dizir ke esta azyendo luvya. 

(Suratlna tUkUrsen yagmur yaglyor diyecek.) 

Mas vale komer un bembriyo ~ ke la.barva del Haham. 

135: Bive e. la U$a. (The name of a hill.) 

136: Dale una agua. (Bir su ver.) 

137: MOB se izo kolay i livyano. 

138: Esta kuero i ueso. (bir deri, bir kemik.) 

139: E1 sol 10 mareya, el ayre 10 eaeeya. 

140: Es §f1euta. ($9.$1.) 

141: Ketana por sehora. (Kaglthane.) 

142: Me kedo la savor en la boka •. (Tadl agzlmds kaldl.) 

143: Aspera azno s 19. yerva m~eva. (Glme eeegim olme.) 

144: Rova pitas beza mezuzas. 

145: Ests en 9i§ez. 

146: No te sikileyes, todo va entrar en regIa. 

147: Pasado seya. (Ge9mie olsun.) 

148: I,e. boka tomada. (Agzln tutulsun.) 

149: Mal de murir no es. (GlUm yok ya.) 

150: Ojos bilyas, boke. orno, nariz kyula de liblibis. 

151: Seko tutun. 

152: Se kemo, se ;le.ndiro. 

153: No tenia otro remedio. (Baeka 9aresi yoktu.) 



154: Korolado ~iger. 

155: Kag~alonbaei. 
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156: Me se tomaron las paoas. 

157: Torno kolora bayat. 

158: Dar los uesos en la mano. (Kemiklerini eline vermek.) 

159: D'Anderne vinites/ curuelikos komes. (Edirne) 

160: Me kayo de los ojos. (GozUmden dtietti.) 

161: Lenyo de banyo, hamam odunu. 

162: Esta aleskuro zindan. 

163: Esta eesndo de la iekembe. 

164: La fiel me l'arevento. (adUm patlad1.) 

165: 8i 10 vez otra vez/ arrevatale la fes. 

166: 8e trueo i a la ka§ika de pan. 

167: Musafires de punto. 

168: Ya te vas a travar la oreja. (Kulag1n1 eekeceksin.) 

169: Kon palo supurye. 

170: Eearse enriva. (Usttine atlamak.) (slang) 

171: Eearse ensima. (tistUne yatmak.) (slang) 

172: Travar los kaveyos. (Sae1n1 bae1n1 yolmak.) 

173: EBtava komo la roza. (GUI gibiydi.) 

174: El ke se muere kon su ~ se va a piear al ~~ de la 

de la meekita. 

175: Lo izo ~ muevo. 

176: Haram ke te se aga. 

177: Eear vardaB. 

178: 8e estuvo araskando dia entero. (BUtUn gUn kae1nd1.) 

179: Ya moz vi no buktivaB. 
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180: Muhtar de la ~~. (maha11e) 

181: X!& yazici, kaghajones oniki. 

182: Avrir e1 ojo kon kerpeten. 

183: De 1a boka de eya a1 1agum. 

184: Komo el azno va vinir. (E~~ek gibi ge1ecek.) 

185: Ni a mi dueman lorl inimigo. 

186: E1 tavan me kay6. 

187: Me rompyo e1 korason. (Ka1bimi k~rd~.) 

188: Romper la kavesa. (Kata k~rmak.) 

189: Mil mueren de nazar i uno de su muerte. 

190: Perde sin k1avos. 

191: Es bayag~ i. 

192: Alevanto las pacas 1 1zo las paras • 

. 193: Esta amariyo safran. 

194: Kara de limon. 

195: Eivas! (Qok ya~a!) 

196: La kavesa me se izo~. (davul) 

197: De todo kamil. 

198: ~ bastadro! 

199: Ya dyo savor de ka1avasa. (Kabak tad~ verdi.) 

200: Tyene una boka fare~ana. 

201: S'a1evantp kon e1 pye syedro. (Solundan ka1kt~.) 

202: Esta ~ borra90. 

203: No t'averuensas i te sal1aneyas. 

204: Ya me kito e1 posteki. 

205: !n9ir kufas 1 e9ar a :a mar. 

206: Yorar ~ ma~yar ~. 



207: 

208: 

209: 

210: 

211: 

212: 

213: 

214: 

215: 

216: 

217: 

218: 

219: 

220: 

221: 
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, 
Serro los ojos. (Gozlerini Y"cl!lldu.) 

Meter a la puerta. (Kap1ya koymak.) 

Kitar alay. 

Tener la frente limpia. (Aln1 temiz olmak.) 

Travar a alguno. (Birine cekmek.) 

La sangre le esta buyendo. (Kan1 kayn1yor.) 

Se kitaron los ojos. (Birbirlerinin gozlerini oydular.) 

Muy hatieinas. 

Lo tomaron al ~. 

Este kadar. (Bu kadar.) 

No aviya ni lugar para meneyar. (K1mlldayacak yer yoktu.) 

Doktor de matasanoz. 

Para un dinsiz un imansiz. 

La munca miel bu1aneya. 

Ecar las paras por 1a ventana. 

222: A la franka. 

223: A la turka. 

224: No ,y fuego sin umo. (Atee olmayan yerden duman C1kmaz.) 

225: Esta grano para pat1adar. 

226: Catra patra. 

227: Son bucukas. 

228: Esta un bi1biI. 

229: Daldey6 kucara. 

230: Se esta kurdeyando por aryentro. 

231: Este no se aze benadam. (Bu adam olmaz.) 

232: Esta fediendo ~. 

233: Lo ize de doz paras. (Iki para11k ettim.) 
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234: Beve aua komo sarnie. 

235: 8e trav6 una fotografia. (Fotograf gektirdi.) 

236: ~ se fue al banyo, topo de kontar un anyo. 

237: 8i Qoha viene s'ezbraga, le parese ke es banyo. 

238: 8e vistyo Coha vistido de $aba en dis de semana. 

239: Bareyoha£!: (Eskiei) 

240: Ya sintyo gayos kantar ~ •••. 

241: Ke met yo Coha en mi 'souea'. (bana ne, neme laz~m.) 

242: Vini Cudyo kagame ke m'esto yindo al banyo. 

243: La ksvesa me s' ests abol tando. (Bal;ar:l di:inUycr.) 

244: E1 . .l2.!ll. me se tomo. (Belirr tutu1du.) 

2451 Ni la mano le toma ni el pye. (Ne eli tutar ne ayagl.) 

246: Tiene unas kuantas tavlas mankas. (JJirkag tahtasl eksik.) 

247: yarukas, fostan. 

24~: Bsta endevdado fists las yakas. 

249: Los ingo tepeleme. 

~50: No ve sol. (GUnee gormez.) 

251: Apasis. (ApanAlz.) 

252: r;s de eeves. (eeviz) 

253: Ke ~es? Pagss. 



A P PEN D I X VI 

FOOD NAMES INFLUENCED BY TURKISH 

I. domates 24. flamur 47. lin:or.ata 
2. patatas 25. ~urup(iko) 48. simit 
3. karpuz 26. ahududu 49. misir 
4. kayisi 27. ananas 50. dolmas 
5. ~~ili 28. pistil 

6. vijna 29. raki 

7. fasulyas 30. bira 

8. bamyas 3I. ~ampanya 

9. bizelya 32. yarka 

10. ispinaka '33. palaza 

II. pOltokal 34. zavzavat 

12. narancas 35. dolmas 

13. Iibl1bis 36. is panaku9 0 

14. fustukes 37. prasifu9i 

15. tereot 38. yull1kas 

16. turlu 39. karnabit 

17. koft1kas 40. biftek 

18. limon 4I. bonfile 

19. 9iroz 42. truei 

20. salata vedre 43. sucuk 

21. prasa 44. pasturma 

22. kaye 45. pazi 

23. 9ay 46. balkaba 



A P PEN D I X VII . . 
PERCENTAGES OF THE LANGUAGES SPOKEN IN ONE DAY 

GENERATION I: 

!:!1ill : 

1. 70% Turkish, ·30% French 6. 50% Turkish, 25% French, 

2. 60% Turkish, 30% French, 10% Ladino 25'11> Ladino 

3. 70% Turkish, 30% Ledino 7. 80% Turkieh. 20% Iadino 

4. 80% Turkish, 20% Ladino 8. 30io Turkish, 70% ?'rench 

5. 30% Turkish, 70% Ladino 9. 70';k Turkish, 20% Lad ino, 

10% French 

10. 70% Turkish, 30% Frer,ch 

WOMEN: 

11. 40% Ladino, 60% Turkish 16. 50% Ladino, 50% Turkish 

12. 30% Lenino, 60% French 17. 100% Ladino 

10% Turkish 18. 30% Ladino, 70';0 Tur"ish 

13~ 50% Ladino, 50% Turkish 19. 80% Ladino, 205', Turkish 

14. 80% 1adino, 20% Turkish 20. 80~, Lad ino, 20% Turkish 

15. 10% Ladino, 30% Frencb, 

60% Turkish 

GENERATION II: 

MJtN: 
---. 

1. 60% Turkish, 40% Ladino 2. 70~io Turkish, 30~b I"ad ina . 
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3. 100% Turkish 7. SO% Turkish, 20% French 

4. 70% Turkish, 25% French, and Ladino 

5~ Iadino S. 99% Turkish, 1~ Ladino 

5. 90% Turkish, 10% French 9. 100% Turkish 

and Ladillo 10. SO% Turkish, 20% Iadine 

.6. SO% Turkish, 20% French 

WOMEN: 

11. 70% Turkish, 30% French 16, 70% Ladine, 307' Turkish 

12. 50% Ladino, 30% Turkish, 17. 997; Turkish, 1% French 

20;,~ French lS. 70% Turkish, 30~S Ladine 

13. 75% Turkish, 25% Prench 19. 50% Turkish, 50''!' French 

14. 50% Turkish, 50% Prench 20. 50% Turkish, 50% French 

15. 30% Turkish, 30% Ladino, 

40% French 

GENERATION III: 

~: 

1. 100% Turkis\1 6. 100% Turkish 

2. 100% Turkish 7. 100% Turkish 

3. 95% Turkish, 3% English, 8. 100~ Turkish 

2% Ladino 9. 9570 Turkish, 5% Ladine 

4. 100% Turkis h 10. 90~b Turkish, 10% ladino 

5. 95% Turkish, 5~;' Ladino 

WOl-'!EN: 

11. 90% Turkish, 10% Ladino 12. 70%'rurkish, 20;; French, 

10% Ladino 
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13. 60% Turkish, 40% Ladino 17. 70% Turkish, 3C};O Ladino 
l4. 60% Turkish, 40'.;h Lad ina 18. 100j<, Turkish 

15. 90% Turkish, 10% Ladino 19. 70% Turkish, 30% LaHno 

16. 70% Turkish, 30% Ladino 20. 95% Turkish, 3% French, 

2% Ladino. 

GENERATION IV: 

1. 100% Turkish 12. 100'"1; Turkish 

2. 100% Turkish 13. 60% Turkish, 35~; French, 

3. 99% Turkish, 1% Lad1no 5% Ladino 

4. 100% Turkieh 14. 80;;' Turkish, 20~ Ladino 

5. 60% Turkish, 30% French, 15. 80% Turkish, 20% Ladino 

10% English i6. 100% Turkish 

6. 100% Turkish 17. 99')'0 Turkish, 1~ French 

7. 99% Turkish, 0.5% French, 18. 50y;, Turkish, 30/' French, 

0.5% Ladino 20% Ladino 

8. 90% Turkish, 10% Ladino 19. 100% Turkish 

9. 100:;b Turkish 20. 100% Turkish 

10. 85% Turkish, 15% Ladino 21. 100% Turkish 

11. 100"/oTurkish 22. 10070 Turkish 



NOUNS: 

par .. 

kat 

pasta 

kuti 

oklava 

(el) kusur 

tuccar 

b .. klava 

anadil 

musafir 

dedikodu 

mupak 

«ini 

kaye 

dert 

kina yecesi 

raki 

A P PEN D I X VIn: 

WORDS BORROWED FROM TURKISH'" 

emekli 

9aruka 

90P tenekesi 

yazili 

bUfe 

klsmet 

esnafikos 

tezkere 

askerlik 

araba 

Ketana 

·sohbet 

bakkal 

pazar 

ev kadlnl 

klife 

cumbu:;; 

tavll. 

<;algici 

a:;;k rr;eii'k 

pazarl1k 

teneke 

mUii'teriz 

hayal 

ge<;itrsizlik 

nisan 

salon 

<;anta 

u'le 

kadife 

~ Considering that Generation III and IV speakers picked up 

Turkish words at random, the list on this Appendix was prepared 

by taki~ into account only the speeches of Generation I and II 

speakers. 



VERBS: 

englenar 

anlalileyar 

al11jltirar 

duzdeyar 

bozdeyarse 

kovaladar 

ograljlar 

seviljlmek 

yak11jleyar 

begenar 

dar haber 

var 

dagidar 

OTHER: 

ama 

yene 

tabi 

eate karar 

tamam 

ayde 

pis1n 
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ADJECTIVES: 

hak1k1 

orta 

zavalli 

kariljl1k 

eskaza 

kiiltUrlli 

caylla 

munaeup 

telli 

hanum 

devaml1 

apas1s 

piljlman 

yakiljlikl1 

pas pal 

haval1 

lUke 

iljlte 

demek 

evet 

fa1an 

ancak 

arhk 

n1<;1n 

ADVERES: 

yib1, gibi 

neyse, nesa 

tekrar 

bile 

mese1ii 

EXCLAKATIONS: 

ne yapacaks1n 

yok can1m 

valla 

haY111si 

bi Ijley diil 

yahu 

ma1u.ma 

hOH'ala 

il;>I;>a1a 

neden acaba 



A P PEN D I X IX: 

ORDER OF THE L~~GUAGES FROM BEST TO WORST 

GENERATION I: 

MEN: 

1. French and Turkish, Ladino, Italian, English, Greek. 

2. French and Turkish, Ladino, Greek, Italian. 

3. Turkish, Ladino, French, Greek. 

4. Turkish. I,adino, Fren(~h t Greek. 

5. Ladino, Turkish, French, Greek. 

6. Turkish and French, I,arlino, Greek. 

7. Turkish, Ladino. 

8. Turkish, Ladino, French 

9. French, I,adino, Greek, Turkish, Italian 

10. French, Turkish, English, Ladino, Hebrew, IJreek, Ger;r.ar.. 

WOMEN: 

11. Ladino, French, Turkish. 

12. French, Turkish, I,adino, English, Greek. 

13. Ladino, Turkish, Greek, French. 

14. Larlino and French and Greek, Turkish 

15. Ladino, French, Turkish. 

16. French, Turkish, Ladino. English, Italian, Greek 

17. Ladino 

18. Ladino, Turkish, French. 

19. Ladi~o, Turkish, Greek. 
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20. Turkish, Ladino, French. 

GENERATION II: 

MEN: 

1. Turkish, Ladino, French 

2. Turkish, Ladino 

3. Turkish and Ladino 

4. Turkish and French, Ladino, Greek, English. 

5. Turkish and French, Ladino, English, Greek. 

6. Turkish and French, Ladino, English. 

7. Turkish and French, La,Uno, English, Italian, Greek. 

8. Turkish, Ladino, French. 

9. Turkish, Ladino. 

10. Ladino, T·clrkish. 

WOMEN: 

11. French and Turkish, Enelish. Ladino. 

12. French and Turkish and Ladino, Greek. 

13. French, English, Turkish, Greek, Italian. 

14. Turkish, French, Ladino, Hebrew, English. 

15. French, Turkish, Ladino, English. 

16. Turkish, Ladino, French. 

17. French, Turkish, Ladino. 

18. French.and Turkish, English, German. 

19. French and Turkish, English, German. 

20. Turkish, Lanino. 
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GENERATION III: 

~: 

1. Turkish, French, Ladino, English. 

2. Turkish, French, English, Ladino. 

3. Turkish, English, Ladino, German. 

4. Turkish, German', French, Ladino, English. 

5. Turkish, Ladino, English. 

6. Turkish, Ladino, Italian, English, Hebrew, German. 

7. Turkish, French, I,adino, English. 

8. Turkish, French, Ladino, Hebrew, Italian, English. 

9. Turkish, French, Hebrew. 

10. Turkish, Ladino, English, French, Italian. 

WOMEN: 

ll. Turkish, French, Hebrew, Ladino. 

12. Turkish, French, Ladino, English. 

1'3. Turkish, Ladino, French, English. 

Ill.. Turkish, Ladino, French. 

15. Turkish, French, Ladino, English. 

16. Turkish, French, Ladino. 

17. Turkish, Ladino. 

18. Turkish, French, Ladino, English. 

19. Turkish, Ladino, French. 

20. Turkish, French, Ladino. 
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GENERATION IV: 

1. Turkish 

2. Turkish 

'3. Turkish, Ladino. 

4. Turkish, French, English, Ladino. 

5. Turkish, French, English. 

6. Turkish, French, English, Ladino. 

7. Turkish, English, French. 

8. Turkish, Ladino. 

9. Turkish, Ladino. 

10. Turkish, Ladino, He brew, Engli sh. 

11. Turkish 

12. Turkish, English. 

13. Turkish, German, English, Ladino. 

14. Turkish 

15. Turkish, English. 

16. Turkish, French, Ladino, He brew, Engli sh. 

17. Turkish, Ladino. 

18. Turkish, Ladino. 

19. Turkish, Ladino. 

20 •. Turkish, French, English, Ladino. 

21. Turkish, French, Ladino. 

22. Turkish, Ladino, English. 
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